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With Reagan out of town, Franklin
White House is a mess
to keep MHS streak alive
See story on page 2

SU Appreciation Day
to be held downtown

See story on page 14

See story on page 2
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News In Brief

Labor pact
paves way
I for plant

Parents say they never suspected
an illegal adoption ring going on
SAN DIEGO (AP — A woman who runs a halfway house I'm
unwed mothers has been charged with her daughter as part of a
baby-smuggling ring dealing "in human misery" by selling infants for at least $5,000, authorities said.
Juanita Leyva-Vargas, 52, and Melinda Leyva-Vargas. 25.
were arrested Wednesday after they delivered a 5-day-old Mexican infant to a Kalama. Wash., couple at Lindbergh Field airport, said Immigration and Naturalization Service Deputy
District Director Clifton Rogers.
'Phil and Linda Phillips. of Kalama, Wash., had earlier adopted
a girl through the ring and offered to help- INS agents after immigration officials told them their daughter was an illegal alien.
"You can't imagine the feeling when you have a baby three or
four months old and know that they (INS officials) can take that
baby ... and you have no recourse," Phillips said at a news conference after the arrests.
Officials allowed the Phillipses, who said they hadn't known the
infants were illegal aliens, to keep their baby.
Warrants are expected soon for two Mexican nationals also
believed to be part of the ring, -which may have sold 200 infants in
the past twd years, Rogers said. The Leyva-Vargas, who live in
San Ysidro about 20 Miles south of San Diego, were charged with
conspiracy to. smuggle- illegal aliens.
Harold Ezell. INS regional commissioner, called the pair
"despicable" arid kheir operation "barbaric.".He said, "They
deal in human misery, preying on the fears and doubts of unmet.
:
ried women,and then take the baby away and sell it as if it were a
slave." .
Authorities say the ring provided babies to couples, primarily
throughout the rnidwestern and northwestern United States,
through an unlicensed halfway house for unwed" Mexican
mothers in Tijuana, Mexico. The elder Leyva-Vargas operated
the home, Ezell said.
The ring allegedly charged at least $5,000 per infant and gave
adoptive parentg counterfeit birth certificates and adoption
papers_ Adoptive parents for seven infants have been traced to
Springfield, Ill., Milwaukee, Seattle, Wash., Portland, Ore., and
New York.
"We love children and we would have gone anywhere to get a
child," Mrs. Phillips said. "If you want a healthy infant through
other agencies, you can spend $10,000 to $12.000 by the time'you
get through all the paperwork and get the child. In Washington
state you can wait years for babies."
The Phillipses, who have also adopted childen from legitimate
U.S. agencies, said they never suspected any wrongdoing, even
when asked to pick which state they wanted listed as their new
child's birth place.
"We didn't think anything about it because the same thing happened with our (legally adopted) Korean daughter. We sat there
deaf, dumb and happy," Phillips said.
Ezell said the INS is tracking down other babies sold by the
ring and would deal with adoptive parents on a case-by-case
basis. No adoptive parents have been charged.

Elsewhere...
the Associated Pre.*

CAPE TOWN. South Africa — Police killed five men in a black
township, and at least 27 people, including nine journalists, are
arrested during the largest multiracial protests in a year of antiapartheid unrest. A black miners' union says it will call for a pay
strike at seven gold mines beginning Sept. 1.
BONN, Hest Germany — Chancellor Helmut Kohl dismissed
his intelligence chief in the scandal over the defection of a top
counter-espionage official to East Germany. An East German
couple are charged with espionage in London.
DANBURY, Conn. — Union Carbide Corp. says its expensecutting plan, including elimination of 4,000 white-collar jobs, is
part of a decade-old move,but analysts say Carbideis reacting to
earlier mistakes and that "the World's gone the wrong way for
them."
SAN DIEGO — An illegal adoption ring that may have sold 200
infants to U.S. couples in the last twOyears ut $5,000 a baby was
cracked
the arrest of a woman and her daughter, federal immigration officials said.
•
('APE CANA VERAL. Fla. — Discovery's astronauts prepared
today to launch a third communications satellite and looked
ahead to a daring repair effort that will take two spacewalks, including one added because of the slowness of the shuttle's crippled robot arm.
WASHINGTON — U.S. airlines are being told to inspect Pratt &
Whitney engines on hundreds of aircraft for cracks following last
week's disaster in England when an engine on a Boeing 737 exploded during takeoff causing a fire that claimed 54 lives.
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I 'SUNNY
Fair with fog after midnight and a low in the upper
60s with light, southerly
winds.
Partly sunny with a 20 percent chance of thundershowers Friday, a high of 85
to 90 and southwesterly winds
5 to 10 mph.
Outlook for the Labor Day
weekend, partly sunny and
warm with highs from 85- to
•

LAKE LEVELS
Ky. Lake..
356 3
Barkley Lake..
356 2

25 CENTS

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP ) —
Workers have begun clearing
the site of an innovative
generating plant designed to
demonstrate a cleaner method
of burning coal.
Preliminary work on the Tennessee Valley Authority ,plant
began this week after contractors signed a no-strike pact with
the unions that will work on the
project.
The contract signed Monday
by the West Kentucky Building
Trades Council and Fluor Constructors Inc. prohibits unions
working on the plant from striking, and the company from
lockouts..

Hudson honored by Governor Collins
•

Tammy Hudson, front desk supervisor at Kenlake Lodge (pictured third from right).
is read a special
letter from Governor Martha Layne, Collins, commending -Hudson for her quick
thinking and
"lneritorious actions in successfully and quiekly 'completing the emergency evacuation
procedures
during a fire alarm" which went off at 4-a.m. July 13. Reading the presentation is
Jim Kennedy, executive assistant to the commissioner of the state parks department, while looking on
is (from right to
left) Bill Flora, deputy commissioner of the state parks department; Hudson; June
Hudson. Kenlake
State Parks Manager; Wallace Hudson. maintenance superintendent; Ed Childress,
greens keeper;
Hazel Hill, dining rodm supervisor.
Malt photo b, he%en 'louden

Union accepts new Goodrich offer
The International Association
of Machinists and • Aerospace
Workers, Local 1294, ended a
stike at Calvert City's BF
Goodrich Chemical Company to-'
day accepting a new company
contract proposal by a vote of
255-114„according to a
spokesman there.
Exact details tif today's settlement were not available at this
time.
The union's 408 workers had
been on strike since a previous
contract expired in July. Work
continued under an extended
contract until a company offer
was rejected on July 20.
The union's vote was accepted

at a meeting this morning at the
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park Activities Center in
Gilbertsville.
According to J.R1 Gray, directing business agent, the union
and the company had met
earlier this week before today's
vote was announced.
Both sides had also met with
federal mediator Ray Hall, but
the negotiating sessions this
week were held without Hall due
to other committments.
Two previous offers by the
company had been rejected
primarily __De_c_ause of the attempts to change job descriptions and lower pension benefits

from those given GoMi-ich tire
employees at other plants.
Gray. had earlier stated that
the company wanted to remove
the 25-year-old job descriptions
which detailed work
assignments for various union
crafts thus allowing the corn-pany to assign any worker to different jobs.
Picket lines at the Calvert City
plant were set up after the union
declined to accept the second
company offer. The lines were
honored by several hundred construction workers at that time.
Plant operations were carried
out during the strike by supervisory personnel.

Officials hailed the three-year
agreement as. a major step
toward Improving area labor
relations.
• "This is one of the biggest
things to happen here in a long
time," said Bill Sanders, executive secretary of the union
group.
"It just makes it much easier
for us to bring the project in on
time and within budget." said
Rick Carter. operations director
for the construction company.
Fluor is among five main-participants in the_ 160-megawatt
demonstration plant being built
at the TVA's Shawnee Steam
Plant.
The TVA has operated a
20-megawatt demonstration project at the plant since 1982, but
this will be the firit commercialsize generator to use the technique there.
The new plant, scheduled for
completion in 1988, is one of
three commercial -size
generators under construction
around the nation that are
designed to demonstrate the
technology of fluidized bed
combustion. .

Governors unveil interstate missing-children effort
CHICAGO (API — Governors of six
Midwestern states announced -plans today
to create an interstate information network
to find missing children and prevent others
from being exploited or abducted.
Govs. Martha Layne Collins of Kentucky,
James R. Thompson of Illinois, Robert Orr
of Indiana and John Ashcroft of Missouri
announced the plan at a news conference,_
along with representatives of Govs. Terry
Branstad 'of Iowa and Anthony Earl of
Wisconsin.
The officials signed a resolution creating
the Inter-State Agencies to Recover

Children I-SEARCH ) Advisory Council.
which Thompson said would be the first
agency of its kind in the nation.
Thompson, who approved creation of a
similar intrastate program for Illinois last
year. said the new agency "will create a
coordinated line of communication between Midwestern states that will help us
find children,who should be at home.",
The agency's goals include:
— Developing a Vandard program to
identify children.
•
— Identifying trends in crime against
children.
— Starting a regional Missing Children

Bulletin to alert law enforcement agencies.
— Setting up a regional hotline to take
reports on missing children.
- t'ooperating in 'investigations and
training.
,
— Evaluating child safety and extrachl
tion procedures, and the way missing
children are returned to their families.
"This agreement establishes a
framework by which the Midwest can serve
as a• model for the rest of the nation in protecting the most precious of all our
resources — our children." Orr said in a
written statement released by Thompson's
Office.

20th Jerry Lewis
Telethon hopes
for S32 million
in contributions
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
The Jerry Lewis Telethon,
which began its Labor Day run
19 years ago on one New York
TV station, returns this weekend
on nearly 200 outlets with hopes
of topping last year's record $32
million in contributions.
The telethon, which has raised,
more than $300 million for the
Muscular Dystrophy Associa—
tion since 1966. will run 211/2
1.4 hours_ beginning Sunday at 9
p.m. EDT from the sports
pavilion at the Caesars Palace
resort here.
The usual array of stars. in-,
cludink Frank Sinatra and
Milton Aerie — in his first appearance- since necent heart
surgery — will be on hand for
the __event, which_ organizers
claim no -longer is -merely
telethon.
"The show has evolved past
the strict telethon stage and -is,
In essence, really a supershow
at this point." said spokesman
Craig Wood.

_mos

Large donation welcomed
•
•
Both donoeS and fund raisers were "feeling good" about the 8;0,000 gift Prom South Central Bell to the
National Boy. Scout Museum,located it Murray State University.'Seated from left to right are Reg
Lower. Princeton. retired head of,distribution tor South Central Bell, T.D. Tucker. South Central Bell
regional manager. I/r. Kola Stroup. MSC president, Sid F:asley, chairman of the museum fund-raising
committee, Smith Broadbent Jr.. Cadiz, local Bell board of directors'member and Darwin Kelsey,
museum director.
%tall photo hi Moilinii•
licirlon
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With Reagan out of town, the White House is in a mess
WASHINGTON Al' — There's a big mess at the White House,
and they're trying to clean it up before President Reagan returns
Monday from vacation in California.
Even from outside the gates, it takes only a quick glance to see
that something is amiss.
The long, black limousines usually parked in the driveways
have been replaced by heavy earth-moving equipment and cement trucks. The equipment is being used for a $300,000 resurfacing job that is part of the annual cleanup and repair that takes
place during Reagan's long summer vacations at his ranch.
Since shortly after the Reagans left town on Aug. 11, the normally tranquil scene beneath the Palladian window of the first
family's private living room has been drastically altered by
workmen with jackhammers and equipment that strips away

road surtaces.
Piles of broken rock, sand and gravel now litter the driveway
that runs from Pennsylvania Avenue to the West Wing offices
where Reagan and his staff work.
The circular north driveway that runs in front of the presidential mansion also is torn up.
Workmen scraped away the top several inches of the old
driveways, which were cracking, to prepare for laying an asphalt
surface that supposedly will last 30 to 40 years. They also are
replacing the concrete curbs with granite curbs that are more
durable.
While the roadway is torn up, crews deo are installing
underground conduits for cables that will be used in the fu;ure for
security devices and for television lines, such as those needed for

MSU Appreciation Day to be held
downtown; several events slated
"MSU Appreciation Day" will
be celebrated by the Downtown
Business Association on Friday
and Saturday. Aug. 30 and 31,
according to Bob Wynn. group
spokesman.
The events will open at 5 p.m.
Friday with a block party on the
south side of the square. This
will include music, watermelon,
popcorn and Coke, all free.
Students will be encouraged to
register at any downtown store
for a drawing later in the
evening.
Three special contests will be
featured. A Best MSU Fan
Costume contest will be at 6 p.m.

with a cash prize of $10. A Best
Tan Contest with a cash prize of
$10 and An Egg Dance with a
cash prize of $20, will both be at
6:30 p.m.
At 7 p.m. Murray State Football ,Coach Frank Beamer and
some of the MSU players will
speak. Drawings will be held as
needed for prizes from the
Downtown Merchants.
A Break Dance Contest with a
cash prize of $20 will be at 7:30
p.m.
Saturday afternoon activities
will start at 1 p.m. with music.
watermelon, popcorn and free
Coke available.
Contests will include Best Tan

with $10 cash prize at 2 p.m.,
Best MSU Fan Costume with $10
cash prize at 3 p.m., and Break
Dance with $20 cash prize at 3:30
p.m.
Climaxing the two-day event
will be the giant pep rally at 4
p.m. featuring Pep Band and
cheerleaders from Murray State
University, Murray High School
and Calloway County High
School.
A snake dance back to the
MSU campus will begin at 4:30
p.m.
Both high school and university students will be participating
in the Window Decorating Contest by the merchants.

Murray woman hits car;
later charged with DUI
A 19-year-old Murray woman
was charged with
shortly
after Midnight today after she
was allegedly eastbound on the
Pottertown Road ancl-came out
of a curve in the oncoming lane,
sideswiping another car, driven
by Myrtle Wyatt, 48, of Route 6.
Murray.
Tarrirny Belcher. of 208 South
9th Street, reportedly
sideswiped the car and kept on
driving, after which Wyatt

a

drove home and notified the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Several minutes
after the accident, the Belcher
vehicle was stopped but with
another driver. After a brief interogation of the occupants of
the vehicle, sheriff's deputies
discovered that Tammy Belcher
had been the driver of the vehicle at the time of the accident
and she was consequently
charged with
There were no serious injuries
reported from the accident, according to thg sheriff's
department.

as:

during the Monday holiday.
The Murray Post Office will
be closed Monday, as will the
Calloway County- Courthouse
and all offices in the City Hall
with the exception of the Murray
Police and Fire Departments.
Labor Day closings will also
include all local banking institutions, which will resume regular
hours Tuesday.
The Calloway County Public
Library will be closed Saturday,
Sunday and Monday in observance of the holiday, and the
Calloway County ASCS office
will also be closed Monday.
The Farmer's Home Administration office announced
that it will be Closed Monday in
observance of Labor Day, but
would resume regular office
hours Tuesday.
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Ledger Building Gutted By Fire

Turner requests
continuation in
shooting case
A 53-year-old Hardin man appeared in Marshall District
Court earlier this week where
public defender Roger Perry rtquested a continuance of the
preliminary hearing, stating
that his client was defending
himself in the August 9 shooting
death of Benjamin Frankie Colson, of Route 1, Hardin.
George Glenn Turner appeared before Judge David
Buckinham, who denied a bond
reduction for Turner who is being held on a murder charge in
the Marshall County Jail under
a $50,000 cash or property bond.

Areds largest
pot crop found Several closings
An estimated 3.000 marijuana
cited for holiday Two-story frame
plants were discovered this
week in Graves County, accorThe Murray Ledger and hciuse destroyed
ding to Kentucky State Police
Times will publish a Labor Day
Information Officer Richard
edition, but several goverment by fire Wednesday
Wright.
and local offices will not open
Wright said that at 3 p.m.
Tuesday, nine state police officers and three Graves County
-,heriff's officers went to the
Sensemilla field 10 miles east of
Mayfield, just off McKendree
Church Road.
Wright said 2.180 plants were
eradicated Tuesday with approximately 800 more to be
destroyed Wednesday.
State police personnel stayed
on the scene Tuesday night.
Wright said no arrests have
been made at this time.
The field was located by a
federal Drug Administration
helicopter, according to state
police reports.
. This week's Graves County
discovery is the largest single
-Marijuana harvest in the history.
of this post.

news conferences broadcast from the East Room.
Inside the West Wing, the office of Chief of Staff Donald T.
Regan is being repainted, and his furniture is being reupholstered with a pattern that he and his wife. Ann, picked out.
The painting is part of the routine maintenance, but the
upholstery work is special so Regan is paying for it himself, said
Dale Petrokskey, a White House assistant press secretary.
Elsewhere, the West Garden Room leading out to the Rose
Garden is being fitted with trelliswork. replacing the wallpaper
which was peeling because of frequent opening and closing of the
• door.
"They're working very hard to make sure it all gets done by
Labor Day Monday)so that everyone can hit the ground running'
in September," Petroskey said.

A two-story frame house
belonging to David Grooms was
destroyed by fire Wednesday
night, according to the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
The house fire began about
9:30 p.m. on Highway 893, About
12 miles west of Murray. No injuries were reported from the
fire.
An out building about 25 feet
behind the house was saved by
the 14 firemen and four trucks
which responded to the fire.

Notice
The TV Listing which normally appears in the Saturday editions of the Murray Ledger &
Times will run in Friday's paper
this week because of the Labor
Day observance.
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Four years ago today
Pictured above is the front page of the Murray Ledger &
Times on Saturday, Aug. 29, 1981 as
flames leaped from the inside of newspaper's offices. 103 N.4th Street
— just four years ago today.
The building was destroyed by the blaze, which was first noticed at
approximately 2:45 a.m. by a
passerby. The Bob Nanney Insurance Agency, adjoining the north end
of the Ledger & Times,suffered smoke and water damage. Buildings on the north side of the courtsquar
e were not damaged
by the fire. Kentucky State Police arson investigator Don Snef and
Murray Fire Marshal Phil
Owens investigated the incident. According to reports the fire was
believed to have started near
the press and compostition rooms in the building. Soon after the
fire, makeshift quarters were
established across the street from the smouldering ruins and a Saturday
edition was on the streets
just hours after the fire. Temporary printing was done in Mayfield
and Paris, Tenn. Meanwhile
Publisher Walter Apperson purchased one and a half acres on
Whitnell Avenue — the site of the
present building. Construction on the new 12,000 square toot structure began
immediately and in
just six months the pressroom at the new facility was completed. A
new six•unit Goss Community
Press was then installed. The entire operation moved into the new
building on June 12, 1982 — the
35th anniversary of the week the newspaper went from a weekly to a
daily in 1947.

RACER FOOTBALL
•1

1

Murray State / South Carolina State

Sensible, Dependable & Affordable

Saturday
7 30 p m

August 31
Stewart Stadium

Murray-Calloway County Day

STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
209,S. 3r4
Murray

753-5341
"Your Kelvinator Dealer"

• First 1000 persons receae Racer hand fans
Bring'your picnic. grills, and drinks Psgic begins at 5.30 p m
.
• 1.3-ye Music will be prayed during picnic
• Fireworks after the game
•Call 762-4895 for game ticket information
(Tickets on sale daily in room 211 at the stadium)

,s

.
.
Labor Day
Weekend Sale
"

Special Labor Day Store Hours: Monday 9 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.

WELCOME BACK MSU STUDENTS
Mens' -8( Womens' Leather Jackets
•5 different waist length styles
*Over 400 in stock
•Black, brown, and grey
'From 1984 Winter Catalog orig. $135 to $160
currently 79.99

This Weekend Only 49.99.
ilb

End of Season Sale on Short Sleeve Blouses,
Tops and Sportshirts
•
'Includes mens, womens, missy juniors, boys, & girls
•
•Does not include dress shirts or sweaters

NOW 33.% OFF
Towncraft®
Sportshirts for Men

Entire Line of
Men's Suits

•Long - sleeve style
*Special Buy

•2 and 3 piece suits
*Orig. 119.99 to $180

NOW

25%

Regular 1 1 NU V

Selected Line of
Track & Court®
Men's Jogging
Suits
*Orig. 27.99

NOW

shoulder bags, &

nn
Off

19.99

Tails

12.99

Towncraft®
Dress Shirts for
Men
.Long sleeve style
.Special Buy

NOW

.

9.99

NOW

8.99

•Post style only
•400 pieces in stock
*Orig. 2 pair for 4.99

Off NOW

istari€}9 Fin
• _--- -_ • r---Thurs.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
,
Sun. 12:30-5:30 p.m.
Labor Day 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
.

25V0

Off

Now

J Fein
•

Murray, Ky.

99t

3.99

Junior Button
Down Oxford
Shirt
•S, M, L sizes
••Poly/Cotton blend
•Orig. $12

2 pr. For 2.99

•Assorted fashion
colors
.100% nylon
*Orig. 4.50 to 9.00

•Pre-school 4 to 7, School-age 8 to 1
•Navy, tan, brown, & green
•Poly/Cotton blend
*Orig. $9 to $11

NOW

Group of Ladies
Citation® Earrings

NOW

•Includes placemats,
solid
&
printed
•Stripe, floral,
napkins, tablecloths,
styles
dish towels,
•Twin, Full, Queen, & King Sizes potholders, & mits.

25%

handbags
•Assorted fall colors
*Orig. $14 to $18

Group of Ladies
Entire Line of
& Leotards
Kitchen Accessories Tights
os, M, L sizes

Entire Line of
Bedspreads .

NOW

Group of 'Ladies
Super Denim Jeans
Leather Handbags for Boys
•Clutches,

NOW

7.99

Selected Men's
Dress Shoes
•Loafer Styles
•Brown & Black
•Leather Uppers
Orig. 39.99,
.

NOW 29.99

.
.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080
Prices Effective Thurs.-Mon.
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letter to the editor
garrott's galley

Writer disputes Digest article
about legal service lawyers

•

To The Editor:
I have been approached by a
number of people" in western
Kentucky who have read an article in the July 1985: Readers
Digest entitled "Tax Paid
Lawyers vs. The Taxpayers."
The article, written by Real
Jean Isaac, is an attack on
federally funded civil legal services for the poor. To say the
least, the article does not paint a
flattering picture of legal services lawyers. To support contentions that federal money has
been wrongfully spent by legal
services programs and needy
clients are being turned away,
the author cites numerous examples. Almost without exception, however, this anecdotal
evidence contains falsehoods,
misrepresentations and
distortions.
Ms. Isaac charges, for example, that a mother of five in
Dallas who was being evicted
from her apartment appealed to
a local legal services program
for help. The author charged
that the program "failed to provide help for her and she lost the
case." Court records indicate
that the woman was given notice
to vacate her apartment for
lease violations on February 10,
1984. the tenant contacted a
legal services program, but failed to produce a copy of the lease
or any court documents. The tenant was interviewed and a
group of attorneys from the program discussed the case on that
afternoon, but it was concluded.
that the client, by proceeding
alone, had limited any new
possible defenses that could be
raised on appeal.
Representation would have
been fruitless..
Another example involved a
claimant for benefits under the
Federal Black Lung Program.
Ms. Isaac charged that the claimant applied to a Virginia legal
services program and was
"turned away." In actuality, the
claimant wag previously
represented by a private attorney in an unsuccessful proceeding before a federal administrative law judge and an
appeal to the Benefits Review
Board. The private attorney, in
a letter to the claimant, concluded that there was no chance of
winning in federal court. The
legal services program independently reached the same
conclusion after the decision of
the Benefit Review Board and
other evidence was considered.
Ms. Isaac, who is not an attorney. also discussed a Florida
case where a legal services program, representing poor black
high school students, challenged
a state literacy test. The author
concluded that "the court essentially upheld the law". In a 1979
opinion, Federal District Court
Judge Carr found that using the
literacy test as a requirement
for a high sch0q44diploma was "a
violation of the tqualProtection
Clause of the 14th Amendement", because the test covered
materials that were not taught
in the schools. Judge Carr prohibited Florida from using the
'results of the test as a requirement for graduation for a period
of four years, until the state corrected its discrimination practices. The United States Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
agreed with the holding of the
lower court. Ms. Isaac's implication that the legal services
attorneys were unsuccessful is
inconsistent with her
acknowledgement that the state
of Florida was required to pay
attorney's fees to the plaintiff's
lawyers. Generally, the standard which a court uses in
deciding whether or not to
award attorney's fees is: have
the plaintiffs substantially
prevailed in their litigation?
Court ordered attorney's fees indW

dicate that the court believed
that the plaintiffs were the
prevailing parties.
One final example of the
author's misrepresentation of
legal services representation is
her claim that a jury "dismissed
all charges in a prisoner's rights
suit brought against Orange
County, New York" by a legal
services program. Having spent
five years working for a
prisoner's legal rights program
in New York, I am personally
familiar with the litigation cited
by Ms. Isaac. That case involved
two lawsuits, the first of which
was settled before trial with the
county agreeing to make
substantial changes and improvements in the operation of
its jail. A second lawsuit was
later filed by individuals, rather
than a class, alleging civil rights
violations, negligence by jail
staff, and medical malpractice.
Although the jury dismissed the
civil rights complaints, two
plaintiffs were awarded
$6,500.00 in damages for the
negligence of the sheiff. Judge
Abraham Sofaer wrote that the
plaintiffs "obtained a substantial victory of their constitutional objectives" in the first
lawsuit.
Ms. Isaac's article is an attempt to support a case against
the federally funding of civil
legal services for the poor. It is
acknowledged that many individuals and politicians do not
support .such a progarrr for
'philosophical reasons. While I
obviously disagree with this
position, I respect the rights of
political opponents to express
their viewpoints. I do, however,
find it irresponsible to support a
position with little mor& than innuendo and .mispresentation.
The misrepresentation involves
not only specific cases, but accusation of unlawful conduct by
legal services programs. For example, Ms. Isaac charges that
legal services lawyers have
"diverted millions of dollars to
lobbying" and that these actions
are "specifically forbidden by
the LSC charter". The federal
Legal Services Corporation Act
does not prohibit lobbying on
behalf of clients, but rather provides for specific restrictions in
the manner in which lobbying
can be done.
Although it is possible to
dispute many other allegations
made Ms. Isaac, to do so would
make this letter extremely long.
If any readers are interested in
further information, they should
contact me and I will be glad to
answer any other questions and
provide additional information
about charges made in the
article.
' Western Kentucky Legal Services provides a wide range of
legal assistance to financially
eligible clients living in a
24-county area in western Kentucky. We have service offices in
Madisonville, Hopkinsville,
Paducah and Owensboro.
Anyone who has a civil legal problem and cannot afford an at,
torney, should call the closest office to determine if he or she
may be eligible for assistance.
Very truly yours.
Dennis A. Kaufman
Executive Director
Western Ky. Legal Services
444 South Main Street
Madisonville, Ky. 42431

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
The next time someone offers
you a needlessly complicated explanation of something, you
might counter with these words
from the New York radio folk
philosopher Bernard Meltzer:
A person who knows what
he is talking about is not
afraid, and can afford to use
language
everyone
understands.
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by m.c. garrott

Restored 'candy apple red'1966 Mustang
becomes the key to this birthday party
Not many people live to see
their birthday celebrated like
Darlene Blalock's was Wednesday of last week. She was 27 that
day, Aug. 21.
Darlene is the wife of Dr.
Richard Blalock, one of the
physicians on the medical staff
at Murray.Calloway County
Hospital. He grew up in Murray.
They met while Richard was
serving a medical residency at
Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
and have been married since
1980. She was a nurse in the intensive care unit, taking care of
one of his patients, when they
met.
Darlene grew up in Millington.
Tenn., known for its big naval
base and not far from Memphis.
Eight years ago, her father,
Tom Corner, bought a used car
for her to drive. It was a sporty
little red.1966 Ford Mustang.
It had six cylinders, an
automatic shift and was airconditioned, which was a rarity
with the early Mustangs.
Although Ford's first Mustangs
came out in mid-1964, its first
big year with the popular little
car was in 1965.
When she and Richard moved
to Murray four years ago, the
Mustang came along. There
have been times when Richard
felt they should' sell it, but
Darlene, cherishing it.as a: gift
from her father, wouldn't hear
of it.
• • •
A few months ago, with
Darlene's birthday coming up,
Richard told her that as a birth-

day gift, he would have the car
repainted and the upholstery
redone. Darlene thought that
would be great since the car ran
good and seemed to be
mechanically sound.
Instead of simply having it repainted and the upholstery
redone, Richard, however, turned the car over to Joe Lasater
with directions to restore it as
closely as possible to its
original, showroom condition.
He told Joe that when he surprised Darlene with it on her birthday, he wanted it to look just
like it did when it was new.
That was about the first of
June. When I saw it Friday,
Aug. 14 — about eight weeks
later and only four days before
the big day — it looked just like
that, brand new. Richard was
quite pleased with the result. He
could hardly wait for Darlene to
see the car.
Joe had found the Mustang in
good mechanical condition
despite its 84,000 miles. About all
he had to do to the engine other
than give it a good cleaning was
to repaint it.
• • •
He discovered the car had four
coats of paint on it, all of which
he stripped off before repainting
it "Candy Apple Red," an
original Mustang color. He stripped the trunk down to bare
metal and relined- it with new
materials.
He even came up with and put
on the inside of the trunk lid a
replica of the original decal
listing instructions for jacking

I(RES GOOD REAscAS

up the car and changing a tire.
All the upholstery — seats,
sides and roof — was stripped
out and replaced with new seats
and new materials. A new, padd:
ed dash was installed.
A new set of tires was put on
and capped off with wire.
spoked, spinnerette hubs costing
$75 apiece. The air cleaner was
painted blue and original decal
replicas detailing engine
maintenance instructions added
here and there under the hood.
Then it was ready. Joe says
there is no telling how many
hours of work went into it, but
the restoration job was put in the
$4,000 neighborhood. Those who
keep up with the restored car
market say it could be worth as
much as $10,000 as it sits today.
• • •
Then came Darlene's birthday, Wednesday of last week.
Scott Jones, a fraternity brother
of Richard's at Murray State
and now a pharmaceutical sales
representative, showed up to
take Darlene, Richard and their
office staff to Pagliai's for
lunch.
In addition to Darlene,
Richard and the host, the group
included: Adelaide Schoenfeldt,
Donna Futrell and Lovella
Johnson, all of whom work with
Darlene in Richard's office; and
Shawn Turner, a friend of
Darlene's from Paducah.
After some gift presentations
and a happy time of it there,
they broke up to reconvene for
dessert shortly afterwards at
the Blalock home at 1523 London
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business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — The
latest of the big concerns ineconomic circles, where worries
are endemic, is that the United
States is on the verge of becoming a debtor nation.
"So what," said one
economist, stepping out of the
circle.
But isn't "debtor nation" one
of those perjorative labels applied to nations that can't get
their economic systems in order
and who have to rely on loans to
survive?
Is it appropriate, therefore, to
say "so what" when the great
and glorious United States is
liable to fall into such ranks?
Isn't the blow to America's image enough to send shivers
through any citizen, even an
economist?
But Kenneth Mayland, chief
economist of First Pennsylvania,

by john cunniff
Corp., asks: "Is this so terrible?" His "this" refers to the
labeL He concedes that "on the
surface it sounds terrible." But
he adds that sound and
substance are not always one
and the same.
Analysts, he observes, have
gone overboard to point out that
the debt results in an ongoing
burden, the interest, expense,
and that this burden imposes a
drag on the economy.
The implication, he says, "is
that this is a great evil." But is
it, he asks, and in a report to
customers of First Pennsylvania, a bank holding company. he strives to convince
them that it isn't.
Households, he points out,
routinely go into debt to improve
their living standards. And corn
panies routinely go into debt to

finance investment project's.
"Foreign capital goods can
serve the purpose as well as
domestic capital goods," said
Mayland. he concludes, "foreign
debt can help boost our nation's
productive capacity, employment and income."
Moreover, the improvement
in America's productive capacity made possible by the money
eventually will mean that
foreign lenders will take repayment in American goods. If so,
the debts become a potential
source of future jobs.
A very real burden would indeed be imposed on Americans,
says Mayland, if fears of becoming a debtor nation are
translated into protectionist
measures, such as tariffs and
quotas aimed at keeping out
foreign goods.

But(or two guys who are playing on the same tax team, they
do seem RI have some strikingly
different ideas about the
subject.
Reagan laid out his philosophy
in a speech in 'Williamsburg,
Va., on May 40, just two days
•

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray Board of -Education approved a three-year plan
last night in compliance with the
deputy state fire marshall's
recommendations amounting to
$60,000.
Asrmy Sgt. Bobby F. Williams
participated in 59th international four-day march in Nijmegan, Holland. He is with the
39th Infantry in Baumholder,
Germ#ny.
Elected as officers of Kirksey
Baseball Club for 1976 were
Charles Smith, Billy Crick,
James Harrison, Ann Karns,
Prentice Tucker, Loretta Barrow, Donald Dowdy, Wayburn
Wyatt and Charles Tucker.
Twenty years ago
A zontract for construction of
a bridge over West Fork of
Clarks River at Backusburg on
Kirksey-Backusburg Road has
been awarded to Ford Construction Co. by Kentucky Highway
Department.
Baxter F. Melton Jr. has accepted a position with Communications Department at
Murray State College.
Charles R. Tutt of Murray
received his Master of Science
degree at summer commencement exercises at Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County has been
asked by American Red Cross to
raise $350 for allevation of suffering in flood stricken areas in
northeast section of United
States.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mts. Charles
Paschall, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Crutcher, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Buron English, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Collie,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe B.
Lancaster and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe D. Harrison.

by w. dale nelson

the white house
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
I AP) — As President Reagan
and Rep. Dan Rostenkowski
resume their "rough partnership" on rewriting federal tax
laws, the roughness may be
more evident at times than the
partnership.
The Republican president
speaks of "Rosty and I" as a
team and the Democratic Ways
and Means Committee chairman says Reagan "is the
strongest force for reform" of
the tax code.

Drive in Canterbury Estates.
This was one of those special
ice,cream cakes from Baskin &
Robbins in Paducah. Shawn,
who is with an office supply
firm, had brought it over.
Then Richard gave his wife a
birthday gift of a couple winter
outfits of clothing. Although it
was about 90 degrees outside,
Darlene insisted on modeling
theni for the group.
She had just put one on — a
heavy, corduroy outfit — when
Art Jewell of the Poppy Shoppe
and his wife, Barbara, showed
up at the door with a big bouquet
of flowers.
Right behind them and driving
into the driveway in the restored
Mustang came Joe and his wife,
Sybil — a big ribbon around the
car and a big bow on its top. An
attached card proclaimed,
"Happy Birthday, Darlene!"
• • •
With a squeal of delight,
Darlene rushed out to the car.
walked around it a couple times
and, despite the hot, humid
weather and her heavy, corduroy outfit, insisted on taking
everyone for a ride in it.
"I love it! I love it!" was
about all she could .say when
asked what she thought of her
restored, beloved Mustang.
As for Richard. he just smiles
and says, "I'm glad she likes it.
I love her, and it makes me happy to see her happy. But it was a
lot of fun for me, too, going over
there from time to time to see
how Joe was coming along
restoring it."

after he announced his plan to
simplify the federal tax code.
"When you simplify a thing,
make its lines clear and clean,
you make it much less
vulnerable to quiet mischief and
selfish tinkering." the president
said. "So, if some Congress of
the future gets in its head to increase taxes — to raise the
lowest personal tax rate from 15
percent to something higher —
the public will immediately see
what is happening and understand what is happening, and
they will rise up and resist, and
they will be heard."
On the other hand,
'Rostenkowski told the National
Press Club in Waslington on July 30:
One day soon we're going to
raise taxes. The president has
no other practical alternative.

But when.. we decide to raise
large amounts of revenue to
draw down the debt, let's have
ready a new tax code that gives
us the revenue base to do it
without hitting anyone or any
business unfairly."
There you have it. Reagan
says rewrite the tax laws to
make it harder to raise taxes.
Rostenkowski says rewrite the
tax laws to make it easier to
raise taxes.
There ate other differences
that will come into focus as
Reagan returns from his ranch
vacation near here to resume
campaigning for hit plan and
Rostenkowski's committee
begins writing his version. •
The two do, however, share
the goal of getting a satisfactory
bill through Congress, and have
agreed to work with each other

to get it done.
"The first requisite for drawing up such a proposal is to stay
true to the spirit and the large
pieces of the president's reform
plan," Rostenkowski told the
press club. ''He is the strongest
force for retorm. To make a
radical departure from the
president's proposal would be
foolhardy. The only' way to pass
a reform bill is to continue our
rough partnership."
.The Illinois Democrat also
saisl thatt, while the president's
plan is "generally fair to tha._
poor," it l's "far too generous to.
the rich" and he will seek to
rewrite it to "avoid extremee"
For his part, Reagan has said
he is willing to consider changes
in the details of his plan, so long
as the general outlines are
preserved.

•
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OBITUARIES.
Mrs. Fairs funeral Friday
The funeral for Mrs.
Mavis Fair will be Friday at 11 a.m. at the
First United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Rick
Dye will officiate. Mrs.
Eleanor Diuguld will be

Troutman'S
rites Friday
Final rites for/ Gary
Troutman will be Friday at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Bill Hart
and Ed Davis will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will present the
music.
Burial will follow in
New Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call
from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Thursday) at the
funeral home.
Mr. Troutman, 72,
died Monday at8 pin. at
his home in New Concord. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lorena
Ruth Seaborne
Troutman.

solohit with Mrs. Bea
Farrep as organist.
Pallbearers will be
Paul Dunn, Harold
Speight, Nix Crawford,
Harold Douglas, Robert
Douglas and Frank
Montgomery.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call
after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).
The family requests
that donations of food be
taken to the First United
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Fair, 72, of 402
North Eighth St., died
Tuesday at 11:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway county Hospital. She was the
widow of Eugene Fair.
She is survived by two
sisters-in-law, Ms.
Phyllis Milstead, Conway, Ark., and Mrs.
Neil Milstead, Canton,
Mich.; one niece, Mrs.
Gilda Gray James, Canton, Mich.; one nephew,
Bobby Dale Milstead,
New Baltimore, Mich.

"There's Always Good Things
To Eat Al Our House...

Murray

Hardin Church of
Christ. Born Jan. 31,
1913. she was the
daughter of the late
Thomas Housden and
RoDennie Thompson
Housden.
Mrs. Potts is survived
by one daughter, Mrs.
Lyda Johnson, Rt. 1,
Hardin; two sons, David
Houser, Rt. 8, Mayfield,
and Jewell Houser,
Paducah; three sisters,
Mrs. Sue Champy,Symsonia, Mrs. Ruth
Holder, Mooresville,
Ind., and Mrs. Reva Van
Harlingen, Cape May,
N.J.; two brothers, Curtis Housden, Symsonia,
and Willie Housden,
Vidor, Texas.
Eight grandchildren
and two greatgrandchildren also
survive.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral

75 3-8 1 20

Where New England Charm And
Southern Hospitality Come Together.

Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

Come Dine With Us
Lunch—Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Dinner—Tues.-Fri.. 4.30-8:30 p.m.
Dinner Sat Evenings & Sunday

S3.85
5.35
5.95

*Call Early For Your
Holiday Reservations
(Banquet Facilities For Up To 175)

James Earl Housden,
Kevin Byars, Jeff
Byars, Ronnie Byars,
Joe Earl Champy and
Joe Thomas Reid.
Burial will follow in
Mt. Olive Cemetery in
Calloway County.

Mr. Outland
dies today
at hospital

A.P.R.
Financing
C/K 10/30

(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew Cab)

Astro Cargo &
Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

SEND A FRIEND ALONG!

th
e
M rray
Ledger
&
Times
As you are packing bags for your son or daughter to
take away to school — don't forget to send the
Murray Ledger & Times along. Being away from
home can be very lonesome at times. They will
thank you for it.

Special College
Rates

Mary Gholson are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Jones Funeral Home,
Kevil. The Rev. Keith
Tilford is officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Bethel Church
Cemetery.
Mrs. Gholson, 82, Rt.
2, Kevil, died Tuesday
at 7 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She
was a member of Bethel
•Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
and the Royal
Neighbors of America.
She is survived by
three daughters, Mrs.
Jane Jenkins and Mrs.
Betty Elrod, Kevil, and
Mrs. Margaret Thweatt,
_ West Paducah; one son,
Bobby Jenkins, Kevil;
two stepdaughters. Mrs.

Dotson.
Newport, Ark., and Mrs.
Kathryn Johnson.
Louisville; four stepsons, James L. Gholson
and Tom Jenkins, Kevil,
Harold Jenkins.
Paducah, and Frank
Jenkins, Jacksonville,
Ark.
Also surviving are her
stepmother, Mrs. Anna
Childress, Kevil; two
sisters, Mrs. Gertrude
Allen, West Paducah,
and Mrs. Virgile
Grogan, Murray; one
brother, Billy Childress,
Kevil.
Nine grandchildren,
one great-grandchild, 10
stepgrandchildren, 13
stepgreatgrandchildren and four
s-tepgreat-greatgrandchildren also
survive.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The state should
not be protected from
damage lawsuits
because of an
'•inhumane doctrine," a
lawyer. told the Kentucky Supreme Court.
Timothy Philpot, an
attorney representing a
former University of
Kentucky student who
sued the state. argued
Wednesday that the
state should bear the
losses if a resident is
injured.
• The doctrine, known
as sovereign immunity,
bars residents fromsuing the state. •
Philpot said the
state's protection should
be removed, especially
in situations in which
the state provides the
same service as a
private entity.
Philpot is representing Clarke Dunlap, who
contends he contracted
paralyzing GuillainBarre Syndrome in
December 1979, about a
month after he received
a flu inoculation at UK.
He sued the school for
$1.5 million, claiming it
negligently failed to
warn him of the shot's
dangers.
A Fayette Circuit
Court ,judge dismissed
the case, citing the
state's sovereign protection from lawsuits.

Kentucky News In Brief

SOUTHGATE. Ky. Al
— A Texas development company is interested in buildi
ng a
multipurpose complex on the site of the
former
Beverly Hills Supper Club in northern
Kentucky.
Union Industries Inc. of Houston is biddin
g to
build a 840 million development that
includes a
high-rise office building, a hotel, two high-ri
se
condominiums and two low-rise condominiu
ms,
company president John W. Hamilton said.
Services for Miss Iona
The 49-acre site is on a hill at the interse
ction
Lemons are today at 2 of Interstate 471 and
U.S. 27 near Cincinnati.
p.m. in the chapel of
"We are very impressed with the site. We
want
Max Churchill Funeral it very much,- Hamilt
on said. "It is a very visiHome. The Rev. Larry
ble location, and it is very accessible."
Lindsey is officiating.
Union is agreeing to buy the land for $1,506.
000
Mrs. Oneida White is by Dec. 7 in its purchase
agreement.
organist and soloist.
Union's competition for the site,
Oxford
Jim Puckett, J.T. Development Enterprises
of Indianapolis;-has an
West, Buford Hill, Chad option to buy the land
for $1,503,000. '.
Pritchett, Wesley
Oxfocd's agreement grants it first right of
Lemons and - Kenney refusal for the'land.
•
_
Mass.
.
Pryor are serving, as
• The-Indiana company wants to build a
350-unit
(AP) — Veteran actreasS
pallbearers.'
apartment complex on the site of the large
supRuth Gordr, who hit
Burial will follow in per club which burned May
28. 1977.
her prime after age 70
the Story's Chapel
playing impish little old
Cemetery.
FRANKFORT, Ky. lAP 1 — The operating
ladies and died at 88,
Miss Lemons, 85, died hours for locks 5-14 on
the Kentucky River will be
was'one of the greatest
Tuesday at Community changed slightly
beginning this weekend. the
of them all," say friends
Hospital, Mayfield.
Cabinet for Natural Resources and Environmen
and colleagues who
She is survived by one tal Protection said.
remembered her
son, Bob Lemons, three
According to Joe Kelly of the Division of Water
warmth and .wit.
_
grandchildren, Miss Patrol -the locks will
-be operron week:ends'frbrd 9 -• • The spry,
diminutive
Shelia Lemons, Tim a.m. until 8 p.m.
actress died of a stroke
Lemons and Mrs. RonLabor Day operations will be Allose - same
Wednesday at her sumnie Sellars, and two hours.
mer home_on. Martha's
great-grandchildren,
On Fridays, the locks will be open from noon •
Vineyard. Her husband
Jessica Lemons and until 8 p.m.
of 43 years, writer and
Fonda Jo Sellars, all of
Kelly said other adjustments in operating
director Garson Kanin,
Mayfield. •
times will be madeas daylight hours decrease.
was by her side.

Miss Lemons"
funeral rites
today, chapel

Ruth Gordon
dies at home
_EWARTOWN,

7 •

Will
i iams has

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

transplant

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP — A Henderson
man successfully underwent a human heart
Industrial Average
+.11
Goodyear
27% unc transplant today at
Air Products
-Humana Hospital
I.B.M.
53/
1
4 -%
. 1273/4 -1
/
4
Apple computer..
147A -%
Audubon, a
Jerrico
unc
.21%
American Telephone
21% urn',
spoke
Kmart
swoman said.
1
/
4
unc
33
Briggs & Stratton.
28% unc
Carrol Williams, 57, is
JCPenney.
..48%
unc
Chrysler
371/s 4/8
Penwalt
38%. + 1/8 recovering from the
Cracker Burrell
133/4 +1/4
QuakFf Oats
51PA' 'inc four-hour operation that
Dollar Gen,Store
was completed about 2
21/
1
2 +/
Scientific-Atlanta
1
4
- 18/
3
4
Durakon
121/2 unc
Sears
3/4 .14 a.m., said Donna Hazle.
34
E-Z-Em Inc.
No trades
Williams. a former
Texaco
. 36/
3
4 +
Ford43% unc
Time Inc
carpenter, suffered
56%
•
%
Forum Group.
9% uric
U.S.Tobacco
. 34/
1
2 .14 from chronic heart
G.A.F.
32% -1
Wal-Mart
/
4
1/4 'inc disease and had a heart
51
General Motors
67% -1
Wendy's
attack in 1976.
/
4
. 167A
GenCorp, Inc
• 48 -1
C.E.F. Yield
His name was added
/
4
7.16
Goodrich
32% -/
1
2
to the national organ
procurement list on
Monday, she said.
The transplant. the
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUND
10th at Aubudon. was
S
-performed by Dr.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER
SIPC
Roland Girardet.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Fashion Gallery 1.
Ladies Apparel
Lakeway Village Shopping Center — Paris, TN

Pre-Labor Day Sale —
Assorted
Oxford Shirts
Shaker Sweaters
Vest and Long Sleeve
699
1O

42.50

9

(For 9 month term)
Oleg Cassini
•Twill *Denim

-To start delivery call today - 7531916
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'Doctrine by
state in case
Mrs. Gholson's rites today
questioned
Services for 'Mrs. Charlene

Mrs: Myrtle Bazzell
Morris died Tuesday.
Funeral and burial
services, will be in
Woodland, Calif.
Mrs. Morris was the
daughter of the late
Matthias Bazzell and
Sally Cochran Bazzell of
Calloway County..
She is survived by one
son, Joe H. Shackley of
Butte City, Calif.; two
sisters, Mrs. Eva ErRufus Outland, 86, of win, Rt. 1, Hazel, and
Rt. 6, Murray; died to- Mrs. Hattie Kratz,
day at 4:45 a.m. in Con- Almo; two brothers,
valescent Division of Leon Bazzell, Yuba CiMurray-Calloway Coun- ty, Calif., and Harry
Bazzell, Albuquerque,
ty Hospital.
He is survived by one N.M.; one stepsister,
sister, Mrs. George Mrs. Nona Meadows,
(Minnie) Nanney, and Mayfield.
Also surviving are
one brother, Clifford
Outland, both of Rt. 6, several grandchildren,
great-grandchildren,
Murray. "
Max Churchill nieces, nephews and
Funeral Home will be in cousins, many residing
charge of the funeral in Calloway County.
andburial
arrangements.

7.70/0

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Hwy. 641 N.

Mrs. Ola Houser Potts dies Mrs. Morris
Mrs. Ola Mae Houser .Home, Benton
. W.W.
'Potts, 72, died Wednes- Hall and John
Hicks will dies; former
day at 2;30 a.m. at her officiate.
home in Hardin.
Pallbearers will be resident here
She was a member of

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29, 1965

.Monday Wodnosda 10;90.6:00 _
Hours: Thursday - Saturday y,
1000 - 8:00

qr.

•

•
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MURRAY TODAY
AMITTS, Auxiliary win awards
AMVETS and Aux- presented an award in
iliary of Post No. 45 at Recognition for
Paris Landing, Tenn., Outstanding work at the
received awards and national convention.
trophies at the state conAccepting the
vention held recently at trophies and awards
on
Knoxville, Tenn.
behalf of the Auxiliary
Jeanie Inman and Jo
U church each were

were won by the auxiliary for the following:

En s Tonite*: I, 4
Godxilla 1985(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW
Gremlins (PG)
Beyer Hills Cop(R)

CINE 1 & 2
Ends Tonite••
Return Of Living Dead(R)
Tom Hanks .S

THE MAN WITH
ONE RED SHOE- (PG)

SISAAIE ST1E17

JEANNIE INMAN
shows her state award.

vais*es

fOOROW
BIRDo

JO UPCHURCH
shows her state award.
was the outgoing president, Angie Gardner of
Murray.
Awards and trophies

control corder 753.3314

CHERI 3
Ends Tonito07

* First place for
Child Welfare, best attendance at S.E.C.,
scrapbook and
publicity;
* Third place for
Hospital, Americanism
and Auxiliary of the
Year.
One of the two Awards

10. R:55

Summer Rental(PG)
STARTS TOMORROW
American
Ninja(R)

I•••

of Merit presented went
to Auxiliary Post No. 45
President Angie Gardner for attending all
S.E.C. meetings in
1984-85, being a State
Americanism Officer
and for her attandance
at all state executive
committee meetings in
1984-85.
Accepting the award
for first place in largest
membership on behalf
of the AMVETS Post
No. 45 was Outgoing
Commander Glenda
McCuiston of Murray.
Also recognized was
John David Chilcutt for
the Sons of AMVETS of
Post No. 45.

Patients
are listed
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Aug. 28, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Clapp,
parents, Mason and
Brenda, Rt. 4, Mayfield;

4 is

•NM(OW,
StAIHONG
MK NM,FOX
4:1
0.
ON WUXI

Lt.?

Frozen food is used

Captain D's

4Can Eat For

•

Labor Day Weekend Special
Use these

coupons one at a time or all at once.
Either way you'll get four delicious meals for
only $7.00.
iiimosimmos CUP THIS COUPON MEW...ENNIS
• FISH
Two tender fish fillets,
FRIES
natural cut french fries,
• FOR
, and 2 southern style
▪ ONLY $
hush puppies.
III Offer expires 9/4/85

The celebration and
blessing of the marriage
of Miss Mary Craig
Miller of Cambridge,
Mass., and Nore' Vincent Winter of Boulder,
Colo., took place on Sunday, Aug. 11, in St.
James'. Episcopal
Church, Cambridge.
The Rev. Samuel
Bassett Abbott conducted the ceremony at
4:30 p.m. in the historic
old Richardsonian
church in a setting of
simplicity, beauty and
tradition. ,
A large congregation
of relatives and friends
were from 14 states, the
District of Columbia
and the Netherlands.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Abner
Miller of Spartanburg,
S.C.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. John
Campbell Winter of
Hamlin, formerly of
Murray.
Organist Patrick
Michaels played several
selections. Hymns were
sung by the congregation. A passage from
First Corinthians was
read by Robert A. Miller
Jr., brother of the bride.
The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father,
wore an afternoon
length gown of ivory
silk, delicately hand gifts of the bride, and silk ties that were gifts of-town guests on
Satur:
painted with pastel carried English garden from the groom.
day, Aug. 10. This was
strokes of peach and bouquets of zinnias in
At the conclusion of at the George
•
lavender. Her flowerg' colors matching
their the service the minister Washington Terrace of
were an arm bouquet of dresses.
rang the church's huge. the Sheraton pink roses and
historic bell, cast by Commander Hotel in
The groom and his
gardenias.
Paul Revere.
Cambridge.
Mrs. Sarah Miller van best man, Clair A. SimThe bride's parents.
The dirrner was
Rens of Charleston, mons Martin III of New Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. preceded by a cocktail
S.C., and Mrs. Nancy York City, wore navy 'Miller, were hosts for a hour hosted by
the
Miller Schamu of blue blazers with gold reception at the Cam- groom.
buttons
white
and
Baltimore, Md., both
bridge Boat Club on the
sisters of the bride, slacks. Their bouton- Charles River. Dinner
Other parties given in
were matrons of honor. nieres were gardenias.
and dancing. were honor of the bridal couAlso attending the
ple and attended by the
The groomsmen and featured.
bride were Mrs. Martha ushers were Edward
Later the couple left families and out-of-town
Albrecht Miller of Walter Miller of Green- for a cross-continental guests included the
Greenville, S.C., sister- ville, S.C., and Robert wedding trip with stops following:
in-law of the bride, Miss Abner Miller Jr. of Col- at Rockport, Maine,
A Dinner On the Grass
Mary Eyrl Winter of umbia. S.C., brothers of Niagara Falls, Ontario by Pamela Worden and
Versailles, sister of the the bride, John Camp- and Lakeside, Mich.
Andrew Daland in Pepgroom, and Mrs. bell Winter Jr. of HuntThe bridal couple is perell, Mass.;
Melanie Woody Winter sville, Ala., brother of now at home at 475
A family picnic given
of Huntsville, Ala., the groom, and Walter Poplar Ave., Boulder, by
the bride and her
sister-in-law of the George Schamu of Colo., where Mr. Winter sister, Sarah
van Rens,
groom.
Baltimore, Md., and is vice president of at the home of Linda
The attendants wore Gerard Hendrik van Downing/Leach, arCoe in Cambridge;
identical gowns of Rens of Charleston, chitects and planners.
A cocktail party given
Liberty cotton print in S.C., both brothers-inThe groom's parents. by Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey
colors of cream, peach, law of the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. H. Mauzy, Simon
taupe and lavender.
They all wore grey Winter, entertained Shapiro and Mardy
They all wore pearl suits and cornflower with a dinner for the Moran
in Medford,
necklaces and earrings, boutonnieres with red wedding party and out- Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Nore' Vincent Winter

anniversary sale
2302 Kentucky

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m

1.75

111 ,,,Oort.C,Dat•ng
•

Famous Maker
Co-Ordinated

Captain D's.

sper
CAW L' s

a great little seafood place

Sportswear

11111•111111MM111.1111 CUP THIS COUPONMIIIIIIIIMENIMII
I FISH & FRIES
.
II FOR th, ,ii
!
ONLY 4/
IN
•
?ffer.,7xf,trotse i:/4(.85

I•75

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries,
and 2 southern style
hush puppies.

Early Fall Your Choice
Blazer, Skirt. Pant, Blouse

I
I
s
I

Levi Group
Blazer
Reg 62 00 $52.00
Bendover Pant...Reg 24- 99 $17.88
Bendover Skirt...Reg 24 99 $17.88
Bendover
Pull-On Pant...Reg 19 99 $14.99,
Assorted Color
Sweaters Reg 2000$ 500

111

Captain D's ,s

or oscoun,
.or pothcrocomo cow Os ;
'
••
a great little seafood place
•
0.11111111111111MMIIIIII CUP THIS COUPON INIIIMIIIIINIMIIIIIII

I
s FISH & FRIES Two tender fish fillets,
.
natural
cut
french
fries,
.
11
FOR 0
.
II
1 W
and 2 southern style
•
II ONLY 4 I •/ fir hush puppies.
O
1111
Offer expires
II

O

in
III

Nancy Frocks

House Dressess
Reg 19 99

Captain D's. :

Not good ...oh on• ome%speC.0
Of ChSCOuot
by PC"C,Dahng COP' ID 1

I
111111111MMIIIIIMININICUP THIS COUPON•INIIIIIIMIIIMMOIN

''

111
11

I
O
O

I

Captain D's. I

NJ? 9000 wan Uliv kittle, ir..eC ,,
or cieSCount
Kg Porhc$Pahn• CoPt Os)

a great !little seafood place

L

new location

•

Captain.D's
place ,
a great little seafood

-

700 -M.

•-

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, 753-9383

COUPON
Save Mbney With
This Coupon

•
COUPON
Save Money With
This Coupon

Offer Good With Coupon Only

$25

Murray
Mayfield

r •

• COUPON

STALLONE is back as...

RAMBO
First Blood
Part II

Expires 9/685

r4

$5

7 WHERE 5SI* NOW?
/Features tn• Pm **natio
INVINColkE
)
smash-Put
lip,
i lliFtlifinvdor MN* Air , /
—

.414

-

Off Any Purchase !

Ovsr $200

•

rst un In Murray
Unjustly accused, a fugitive from the law...

Save Money With I
This Coupon I

I
Off Any Purchase I

Off Any Purchase
Over $300

Paducah

The Summer's Biggest Hit Is Back
They sent him on a mission
and set him up to fail.

Stop By And 4 Help Us Celebrate 9
Wonderful Years Serving The Tri State
Area.

MINIMME1111111111110 CUP THIS COUPON 11111ONIMMINII M IS
Try our new drive-thru at our

$
91,0
60
85

;

Expires
gm.

Bingo Sun. Mt.—Jack Pot $160.00
un _mu

.411A0110.11".7.••.••••.•••,4440411.
'iMIMS.44

—

•

Model Cheryl Tiegs says
daily weigh-ins remind
her to keep slim, and TV
journalist Barbara
Waltes is wild about
very light • pink nail
polish.
Isabella Rossellini,
daughter of' Ingrid
Bergman and Roberto
Rossellini, plays
makeup tricks, such as
doing "a very strong red
mouth and nothing at all
with my eyes."
Teen-age actress Molly Ringwald, star of
"Sixteen Candles" and
"The Breakfast Club,"
says her curly red locks
come "straight from the
bottle." Former
"Charlie's Angels" star
Jaclyn Smith recommends an overnight
treatment of castor oil
or petroleum jelly on
eyelashes.

Fri. Thru Thur.
Open 7:15
*Start 7:45

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIAL
FREE LCD Quartz Watch
With Purchase Over $150

I
111

NEW YORK (AP) —
Exercise, eating
vegetables and avoiding
too much sun are some
of the beauty secrets
cited by the women
lauded as the world's 10
most beautiful by
Harper's Bazaar
magazine.
Singer Diana Ross
says freeing the mind of
bitterness is her key to
Inner and outer beauty.
Rebecca De Mornay,
of "Risky Business"
and "The Slugger's
Wife," says working out
helps her keep her good
looks. Catherine Oxenberg of "Dynasty"
eschews red meat and
alcohol.
"Dynasty" star Linda
Evans says in the
magazine's September
issue that she stays attractive by meditating.

um' MURRAY

1 499

FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES
1st Prize
$100 Gift Certificate
2nd Prize
$75 Gift Certificate
3rd Prize
$50 Gift Certificate

a great little seafood place

o FISH & FRIES Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries,
O FOR de, is mw
and ,2 southern style
11
O ONLY 4 I •15 hush puppies.
.Offer expires 9/4/85.

1

Long SleeyeiW V Neck

c

9/4/85

•

Beauties give secrets

19th

at

No,gcxxl
or discount

Wierray Ledger & Times

editor

Miller-Winter vows solemnized

Baby Boy Orr,
parents, Dale - and
Joanne, Rt. 1, Murray;
Baby Boy Clark,
parents, Everett and
Janice. Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy Thomp10:05
son, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Cynthia Parrish, Rt. 3,
Murray; Ms. Sarah
e"Gt_V
Frields, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
- PI;
Justin Boggess, Rt. 3,
Murray;
ACCEPTS AWARD — Angie Gardner of MurMrs. Claire Benton,
ray. left. outgoing president of AMVETS AuxMovirs 7; GO
Rt.
7, Murray; Thomas
iliary
Post
No.
45
at
Paris
Landg,
Tenn., acVIDEO TAPP: •
Durham Jr., Rt. 3, Murcepts one of the special awards rereived by the
VCR Ri:NTAL.ti
ray; Willie Collins, 226
group at the state convention.
Mon. sat. 11 am 10 pm
North Second St., Mur_Sun. I pm 10 am •
ray; Mrs. Patricia
eheelonst et. 713-3314
Hearn, Murray Manor
Fl. Murray;
Murray Drive In
Miss Doris. Johnson,
pen 7:30•Starts 8:
NEW YORK (AP) — is high in all food' Box 862, Murray; David
•
More than half the food categories, articularly Camp, Murray Manor
WEIRD SCIENCE
,consurned in the United in vegetables and fruit D5, Murray; Joe Hutin the name
ol Xience •
juices. where consump- son, 715 Poplar St., Mur• States is frozen food,
•
researchers for the tion levels are almost 90 ray; Mrs. Mutine
IMITNTEE12, say
Frozen Food Action percent. Women are the Parker, 610 Ellis Dr.,
" Tuesday Is
Communications Team. primary purchasers, Murray;
$5.00 A Carload
A study found that the study showed.
Mrs. Eunice Miller,
Highway 121 South frozen food consumption
304 South 12th St., Murray; Mrs. Clara
Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray: Mrs. Mable
Dillard, 404 Cherry St.,
A
Murray; Alvin Ellis,
Fox Meadows B1 1
Murray.
• glxS

Jo Burkeen

_

.11

•-

1
•--`

t
- 7 -

I.
I

r•

.4.17,r•••
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Bennett-Shearer vows said

Miss Tammy Renne
Bennett and James
Scott Shearer were married on Saturday, Aug.
3, at Kenlake State
Park.
The ceremony was
performed at 7 p.m. on
Beach Point in the park.
It was said before a
brass arch decorated
with greenery, yellow
gladioli, daisies and
yellow bow at top. Brass
columns on each side of
the arch held Boston
ferns with yellow bows.
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor of First Baptist
Church, Murray, officiated at the reading of
the vows.
Music was presented
by Angela Fuqua,
pianist. Vocal selections
were by Dan Hargrave,
Jill Hargrave, Sheldon
Harnick, Jerry Bock,
Mack David and Mike
Reid.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Bennett of
Murray.
Parents of the groom college
roommate of the
are Mr. and Mrs. bride.
Richard Shearer of.
The flower girls were
Evansville, Ind.
Miss April pecker and
The bride wore a tea Miss Brooke
of
length dress of white New
Matamoras, Ohio,
chiffon over satin which second
cousins of the
was re-embroidered
bride.
with a diamond pattern.
The attendants wore
It was designed with a tea
length gowns of
sweetheart neckline and yellow
chiffon over satin
full puffed sleeves and d esig
ned with
hemline edged with dia- sweeth
eart necklines,
m on d pattern white
lace pointed cap
embroidery.
sleeves and sashes at
Her headpiece was the
waists.
satin and chiffon roses
Each carried a
on a • halo which was
cascade bouquet of
adorne.d with se-ed
white orchids,
pearls and leaves and stephan
otis and green
trimmed With a -bow to ivy.
match het dress.
Rob Shearer Of
She carried a dozen Evansville
.," Ind.,
white long-stemmed- brother
of the groom,
roses with baby's breath was
best man.
and leather leaf tied.
Groomsmen were Bill
with white satin ribbon.
Balbach of Indianapolis,
Mrs. Kathy Benson of Ind., and Keith
Tyner of
Dwight, Ill., sister of the Houston,
Texas. Ushers
bride, was matron of were Jeff
Stoll of
honor. Bridesmaids Evansville,
Ind., and
were Mrs. Marcia Ben- G ary
Sharp of
nett of Dwight., Ill_ Nashville,
Tenn.
sister-in-law of the
The groom and his atbride, and Ms. Ana tendants
wore white
Curry of Providence,
continental ja6cets,

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I AP) — Carolyn S.
Hayes of Kokomo, Ind.,
was installed as president of Professional
Secretaries International at the association's 40th annual convention held in
Louisville. She
previously served PSI
International as

treasurer, first vice
president and presidentelect.
During the convention, Linda H. Dufty, of

August 31 through
September 7

STILLWATER, Okla.
(AP) — Carpeting
makes a home safer
than bare floors for the
elderly, and lightcolored carpeting is best
for those whose eyesight
is dimming, says Ann
Dellenbarger, Extension housing and interior design specialist
at Oklahoma State
University.
Carpeting eliminates
Lynnville and Rita glare coming from
Evitts of Murray served polished floors, which
can cause vision prothe refreshments.
The guest register• blems for some older
was kept by Marla persons, she explains.
Light carpeting reflects
Thomason of Murray.
A dance followed from light and can make it
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the easier for an older permeeting room of son to read, write and do
other close work than a
Kenlake Lodge.
The bridal couple left dark floor covering.
later for a wedding trip
on the Gulf Coastof
Florida.
They now are residing
at 1505 Diuguid Road,
E-35, Murray.
The groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Shearer, were hosts for
the rehearsal dinner
held at the Brass
Lantern Restaurant at
Aurora:,
Events given in honor
of the couple include the
following:
A luncheon by Donna
Smith;
A breakfast by Jane
Lovett;
A luncheon by Jana
Curry of Providence;
A showere by Marcia
Bennett and Kathy Benson of Dwight, Ill.

Reg $179 00
Nov,
$159.00
10K Gotochar
Or Intrepid np,or
Styfes

ARTORVED

Cook Jewelers
Central Shopping Center
87
869
0 J-4713

Murray

BRING THIS AD

753-1606

COME TO THE

•

and get the next-

Friday, Aug.30
Friday, Aug. 30
Friday, Aug.30
Murray Civitan Club Calloway football game 8 a.m.
at Calloway
AA
and Al-Anon will
will meet at 7 p.m. at at Holland Stadium.
County Health Center, meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Homeplace Family
————
North Seventh and Olive Kevil Center, South 10th
Restaurant.
PAWS (pets are Streets. For
informtion Street Extended,
wonderful society) will call 753-3381.
————
Mayfield.
Cub Scouts of Murray meet at 3:30 p.m. in An————
City Schools will meet at nex of Calloway Public
Membership drive of
Games are scheduled
6:30 p.m. at Carter Library. For informa- Murray Civic
Music at 8 p.m. at Murray
Elementary School, tion call 753'6547.
Association will con- Moose Lodge.
South 13th Street.
————
tinue at down/own
————
————
Clinic to give influen- branch of Bank of
Greater Paducah
Cub Scouts will meet za vaccaine will start at Murray.
Wont'd oapage 17)
at North Calloway
Elementary School at
6:30 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at Tern's hours,
205 North Sixth St.
————
Calloway County MidAt Time of Processing
dle School Football
Jamboree will start at
(135 mm, 126, 110, 6. Disc)
5:15 p.m. at Laker
Stadium.
———
Murray Athletic
Booster Club will have a
general meeting at 7
p.m. in cafeteria of Murray High School. A bonfire and pep rally will
follow.
————
Friday, Aug.30
Round and square
dancing featuring music
-1
0
1
by Ken-Tenn Country 01
Sound will be from 7:30
toll p.m. at Lynn Grove 01
0
1
Roller Rink.
0
1
— ——
Wranglers Riding 01
Club will have its Game 01
Horse Show at 7:30 p.m. 01
Celebrate your birthday "on" us. Choose from
at riding rink. For inforour Birthday Dinners, or deduct $4.99 from any
mation call 435-4301 or 0/
other menu item.
, 753-9894.
————
- Birthday Dinners Hazel and Douglas 01
•Chopped Sirloin
Birthday
cakes
monimel
st
cheroot
evadeble
upon
Centers .will be open 01
• *Whitefish Fillet •Catfish
request
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Steak •Catfish Fillet
.•
All ws need is some proof of your bethdets
for activities by senior 01
AN served wilt talad
huthpo
t
barppe
.
hoKit of potato and
citizens.
01

6

$995

Re
nt
en
ta
al
ls
s
Pickup Fri. Bring Back Tues.

V.C.R. Rentals
Fri.-Tues.

095 1

$1

1

RENTAVSALES

Don't Miss The Best Movie Specials
In Town. We Have The Fastest
Growing Movie List—
Now Over 1450 Titles.

CENTER
200E Main

753-8201

MAR-KEL LIGHTING
FACTORY OUTLET STORE m
Lakeway Village
Highway 79 East

Paris, Tennessee

,

Wednesday, Aug. 31st thru Wednesday, Sept. 4th

MAR-KEL'S NEW LINE
Beautiful High Fired

CERAMIC
ARTWARE VASES
Priced From

$1800 to $3900
Variety of sizes, styles and colors. In
blue/ivory — peach/ivory —
Almond/ivory and lettuce ivory.
•

Hwy. 1141 North MOray. Ky
•
0111* Kt 4 p.o..110m.•VOI 7534141

•

mien #cati

Plus
up to $36
worth of
Custom features
FREE!

••••••••••••••••
LABOR DAY WEEKEND SPECIAL
Movie
Rentals $1200

Thursday, Aug. 29

'dr

she has served two
terms as president and
two terms as recording
secretary of that
chapter.

WEEK
ONLY!

Coming cOmniunit7 events are announced

0
1
0
1

Midland, Mich., was
selected 1985-86 International Secretary of the
Year. A member of the
PSI Chippewa chapter,

Carpeting
makes home
safer place

black trousers, white
shirts with black studs
and turn down collars,
black bow ties and black
cummerbunds.
The boutonniere for
the groom was a white
rosebud. The attendants
had yellow rosebud
boutonnieres.
The bride's mother
wore a dusty blue lace
over chiffon tea length
gown with sash at the
waist. The groom's
mother wore a dusty
pink lace tea length
gown.
Both mothers had
wrist corsages of white
sweetheart roses.
The bridal couple rode
from the ceremony to
Kenlake Lodge in a 1935
Studebaker decorated
with helium balloons.
The reception was
held in the Patio Room
of Kenlake Lodge. Cold
and hot hors d'oeuvres,
punch, coffee, cake,
mints, nuts and champagne were served.
Sabrina Coomes of
Slaughters, Tina Marks
of Dixon, Lisa Coy of

PAGE 7

Hayes new president of secretaries

Mr. and Mrs. _James Scott Shearer

Murray Athletic
Boosters are invited to
Tiger Room in -Murray
Middle School
Auditorium from 6:30 to
&p.m. for refreshments
prior to Murray -

TM. ItSDAY, AEG t ST 29, 1985

.

LARGE CERAMIC
TABLE LAMPS

SMALL CERAMIC
TABLE -LAMPS

Complete with shade

Complete with shade

2- $235°
For

r

J

Jc

$1 g00
AN For

I NW
c

ciFir_ 3

•
• ...if...? 16.

a
•

•
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Honesty. may add to another's hostility
11,(1114,1110YOLIT
.4 Hearst Navistar

One man's honesty
ma,y be another man's
hostility, and differentiating friend from foe
can be a tricky business.
Many men hide
hostility under the guise
of offering a helping
hand, according to an
article in the September
issue of Cosmoplitan,
burying the anger they
are unable to confront
and covering up a bid

•

r

for power with a veneer
of truthfulness.
Society accepts the
behavior of these "good
guys" whose cutting
criticisms are always
"for your own good,"
because it puts a high
premium on openness
and blurs the lines between candor and
cruelty.
The experts can offer
some help in knowing
what to look - and
listen - for in, spotting

Fidelity
Credit
Corporation
.3 WI

44i

:1
14:

-II'.
sian.
4444:4014
"Aitat611
•
- 411

Rice recipe released

'
.1.44,a 4444
•

' 1
III

't•

Marilyn Burkeen

Sara Harrell
Connie Jones

aster chef
will teach

Loans From '100 to $15,000
*Up to 10 Years
To Repay
•Home Loans •Personal
Loans •Consolidations
•Auto Financing

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

Monday-Thursday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday
8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

$4.95

*No Appointment Necessary

715 S. 12th
•

Horse
Show
Saturday

women, if not physically, then with words," according to authors
Julius and Barbara Fast
.in their book, "Talking
Between the Lines."
Such men may indulge in the perfectionist ploy, giving a
woman a backhanded
compliment by telling
The 13th Annual "Super Show"-will be Saturher with a little more
Aug. 31. at 4 p.m. at New Providence Riding
day,
work she could really do
Club. This will be $3,000 guaranteed money show.
something right. A
Classes will include the following:
woman, eager to foster
open - $50 class, 3 places, $25. $15.
‘4'th
a democratic relationentry fee;
with
$5
ship, May deny her own
Ponies, 56 inches and under - $25 class,
1-1
wish to be treated in a
walk
k and favorite gait.: 4 places, $10, $7.50, $5,
caring way and become
$2:50 with $3 entry fee;
easy prey for a controllFox Trot - $50 class, walk and fox trot, 4
ing man.
places, $20, $15, $10. $5 with $5 entry fee;
Arnold D. Richards,
• Open Western Pleasure - $250 class, 4
of the Psychoanalytic
places, $100, $75, $50, $25 with $9 entry fee;
Institute of New York
Style Rack - $50 guaranteed money, 4
University Medical
places, tack optional - $10. $15, $10, $5 with $5
Center, said:
entry fee;
"If, in the context of
• Intermediate Western Pleasure - rider 18
being helped, a woman
years and under. $100 class, 4 places, $40, $30,
feels as though she's be$20. $10 with $7 entry fee;
ing put on the spot, and
Pleagure Saddle Horse - $50 guaranteed
she can't identify a
money, 4 places, tack optional - $20, $15, $10, $5
reason for her misgivwith $5 entry fee;
ings - after all, her
• SUPER BARREL RACE OPEN - $1,200
friend or boss or husclass.% 7 places, $350, $275, $175, $140, $115, $85,
band is being so honest
$60, W11.11 $25 entry fee;
- she should consider
Intermediate Barrels - rider 18 years and
what is actually takifg
under, $100 class. 4 places $40, $30, $20. $10, with
place.
$7 entry fee;
"Too many women
reason, wrongly, that
they are to blame - and
that they therefore have
no choice but to accept
the punishment."
Some women actually
In a 1 141 -quart
By CECILY
seek out such relationBROWNSTONE
saucepan bring water to
ships and never face the
a boil; add rice, salt,
AP Food Editor
hostility they involve.
SOUTHWEST
turmeric and butter.
"They are hostage to
Stir so that turmeric colSUPPER
some sense of guilt, real Tacos with Beef Filling, ors the rice evenly'and
or imagined," Yellow Rice, Red butter melts. Bring
to a
psychologist Arlene
boil; cover tightly and
Richards said, "and use
simmer 20 minutes.
the men in their lives to
Remove from heat and
punish themselves let stand covered .unt11
sometimes actually
all water is absorbed priding' themselves" on
about* 5 Minutes: Serve
being able to cope with
at once; or reheat over
difficult men."
boiling water. Makes 4
The critical, controllservings.
ing male often presents
himself as Mr. Nice
Guy, asking reasonably,
"You want me to be
honest, don't you?"
The answer may be Beans, Fruit -and
''no," and the experts ,Beverage
NEW YORK (AP) advise you to tell him so.
"The Art of Exotic
Yellow Rice
"That is exactly what
214 cups water
Kosher Chinese Cookto do in such a situa1 cup converted-type ing" is among the
tion," Arlene Richards rice
courses being offered to
said. "You have to
1 teaspoon salt
the public this fall and
monitor your feelings
% teaspoon turmeric
winter by Yeshiva
and express them."
2 tablespoons butter
University's Center for
Continuing Education.
It will be taught by the
master chef at the
Moshe Peking
Restaurant.
Among the most
14 Oz. T-Bone
popular study areas, according to Dr. Abraham
*Includes Choice of Potato, Tossed Salad
Stern, director of the
and French Bread.
center, is an extensive
appraisal program. The
16 courses, eight
(Friday d Saturday Night Only)
workshops and two
seminars include apAug. 30th d 31st
praisal studies for
All You Can Eat Fish Special
everyone ranging from
Every Friday & Saturday Night
the casual flea market
browser to the professional in such markets
as the fine arts, jewelry,
1906 Coldwater Rd.
• antique dolls and Judaic
759-1864
art and antiquities.

the hostile honest.
There are buzzwords
to watch out for, such as
"for your own good,"
anthqualifiers that turn
every compliment into a
complaint.
"For the most part,
these men are highly intelligent and highly verbal," said New York
psychologist Arlene
Kramer Richards.
They also are "men
whose sexual identity
depends on subjugating

753-4006

$4

(Across from Storey's)

Residential

NEVER VISITED
DEEP-TANN?

r
OMa, il
ilig
S
i tlitit ti...N. ill•Al ...k

DATEBOOK
English course planned
A free English as a Second Language (ESL)
course will be offered at Adult Learning Center.
Murray State university, for eight weeks beginning Tuesday, Sept. 3, with classes meeting Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30 a.m. to noon in
Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium. Classes will
be led by Joyce Reed who urges all interested
students to enroll. ESL is designed for people
who wish to learn English as a second, lnguage,
improve basic reading and grammar skills
and/or prepare for the citizenship test or the
high school equivalency (GET:1) test. Participants must be 16 years of age or older and not
be enrolled in a public school or- college. All
materials are furnished and no tuition is charged. Persons may enroll in the ESL course by calling 762-6971 or by visiting the Adult Learning
Center in Room 206, Stewart Stadium, between 8
a.m. and noon or 1 to 4:30 p.m., Monday through
friday.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include the following: Thomas Did l of
Kirksey and David Garrett and Betty Lawrence
of Murray, from Lourdes Hosital, Paducah;
Kate Gardner, Nancy Burroughs, Geneva Butler
and W.M. Tucker,..all of Hardin. and Michael
Morton of Murray. from Marshall County
adspital, Benton.
-

Miller named chief

Jerry Don Miller of Rt. 7, Mayfield, has been
named as chief of the newly-formed Farmington
Volunteer Fire Department. He is an employee
of the Department of Highways. He was elected
by directors of /he Farmington Fire Protection
District. .
.
_

Auxiliary course planned
The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary will present a
boating skills and seamanship course in the
Paducah area during Sepfember. It will be frvm
1 to 4 p.m. on Sept. 7, 8, 14, 15, 28 and 29 and Oct. 5
and 6. Tvio sessions will be taught each day. the
course is free; however the textbook and
workbook wIl cost $7.50. Extra workbooks will be
available for $3 should more than one family
member attend. The sessions will be held at the
East Marshall Fire Department near Moors
Marina on Kentucky Lake. For information call
Commander C.G. Hill ,at the U.S. Coast Guard
Marine Safety Office, Paducah, 1-442-1621.

Jonathan B. Adams born
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Adams, Parkway Trailer
Court, Mayfield, are the parents of a son.
Jonathan Boyd, born on Monday. Aug. 19, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindsey of Rt.
2, Hickory, and Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Adams, Rt.
2, Paducah.

Chelsie B. Gardner horn
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Gardner of Rt. 3, Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Chelsie Blaine.
weighing seven pounds two ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Saturday, Aug. 10, at MurrayCalloway. County Hospital. The mother, the
former Peggy Reed, is owner of Peg's Dog
Grooming. The father is with Murray Bait Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Reed of
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gardner of
Murray.

Pharmacy & Your Health

1
Commercial

Holland Drugs on

WE WOULD LIKE TO GET
ACQUANTED WITH YOU!

Three Reasons Why.,..

Special Introductory Offer
$10 (New Customers Only)

Sdultirds CCI Sotts
BUILDERS

*Don't be misled by other tanning beds.
Tan in the Klafsun Tanning Bed
The Original U.V.A. Bed.
300 min. for '35
(Special price-for our regular customers)

*FFitE ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE*
*FREE ESTIMATES*
FmHA, VA APPROVED

NO JOB TOO LARGE
NO JOB TOO SMALL

te.ep eat ?inn

•INIP
'11`

Suntanning Studio
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Open Flag Race - $250 cths, ( run both
ways. 5 places, $75, $65, $50, $35, $25 with $9 entry fee;
• Ladies Barrels - $125 class, 4 places. $50,
$37.50, $25, $12.50, with $7 entry fee;
.• Open Poles - $250 class, 5 places, $20,
$15,
$10. $35, $25 with $9 entry fee;
Intermediate Poles - $50 class, 4 places.
$20, $15, $10, $5, rider 18 years and under, with $5
entry fee;
• Non-Winner Barrel Race - $100 class,
4
places, $40, $30, $20. $10, rider must be entered
in
Super Barrel Race or Intermediate Barrel Race
with winners in those classes not eligible,
with $7
entry fee:
Barrel Speed - $350 class, 5 places, $110,
$90, $60, $50, $40, with $12.50 entry fee.
The concession stand will be open. Admission
will be $1 per person with children under 6 free.
Persons should bring lawn chairs. The riding
club is located on Highway 893 of Highway 121
South, five miles from Murray.
For information call 492-8572, 436-5898, 492-8607
or 436-5424.

•

„is*, •,

WI me.

•

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9-5

4

,

Remodeling (All Types)

"BUILDING FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW"

•°!.70,-

CALL US AT 753-8593
004.00611earwowerwalia4otrigarie.

"
114

Additions
(Any Type or Size)

Medicines are among the least expensive and
most effective forms of medical treatment.
Government figures indicate that the annual
expenditure for medicines is only 7 to percent
.of our nation's total health bill. To receive the
"full value- from the niedicines one takes, it
makes sense to take them in an appropriate
manner. Yet about half of all prescribed medicines are taken incorrectly. Researchers indicate
these three important reasons for noncompliance
(incorrect medicine -usage):
•
SIDE EFFECTS: Experiencing side effects is
one of the Most commonly stated reasons for
discontinuing prescribed medicines.
FORGETFULNESS: Many people simply
forget to take their medicines. A simple memory
aid involves preparing a drug dosage Checklist
on a wall or pocket calendar and marking off
each dose when taken.
- FEELING BETTER: A few doses of some
medicines will quickly make a person feel better
- before that medicine halt had its full impact
on relieving the health problem
$15 1145

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South
4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753-1462

It# :).Attleasamo

-
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Cacho

By Abigail
Van Buren

Girlfriend's Objections ,
Nix Wife's Family Plans
DEAR ABBY: For five years. my
husband and I tried to have a baby,
but I couldn't get pregnant, so we
went to a fertility specialist. He
tested both of us and said the
problem was my husband's low
sperm count. He suggested that my
husband's brother (I'll call him Bob)
come in and have his sperm tested,
and if it was normal he could donate
some sperm to be mixed with my
husband's and I could be artificially
inseminated with the combination.
Bob agreed to the plan, and he
had his sperm tested. It was normal,
and we were in seventh heaven.
Well, the day before I was to be
inseminated, Bob backed out. It
seems he told his live-in girlfriend,
and she didn't want him to father
his brother's child! Abby, this has
me so upset I can hardly see straight.
We tried to explain that Bob wouldn't
'necessarily be "fathering" my baby
—the one tiny little sperm that
would fertilize my egg could be my
husband's. The girlfriend wouldn't
change her mind, and Bob refused
to do it without her blessing.
Now I don't want to have anything to do with Bob or his live-in,
but my husband says he can see
their point and we should not hold a
grudge. Does Bob's girlfriend have a
right to tell him what to do with his
sperm? And what do you think I
should do?
SIGN ME UPSET
DEAR UPSET: Bob's girlfriend
doesn't have the right to make
decisions for Bob, but she appears to be doing it with his
approval. There's no future in
holding a grudge,so let bygones
be bygones.
You can still be artificially
inseminated with the sperm of
an anonymous donor, which
could be better in the long run.

DEAR ABBY:
The pun is a low form of humor,
Though it gives satisfaction to
you.
I'm with Tom who has written
from Cambridge,
Latest score: 10 million to 2.
DON
DEAR DON:
The Dexters wrote in, and
sided with Tom,
Who said that my puns were a
bore.
So since you agree with the
three of them,
The score is 10 million to 4.
P.S. Before we close the books
on this punny controversy, let's
hear it from Golden, Colo.:
DEAR ABBY: Please do not
ex'pun'ge.
JOHN C. FOSTER JR.
DEAR JOHN: Thanks, pal, I
needed that.
(Getting married? Send for Abby's
new,updated,expanded booklet,"How
to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long, stamped (39 cents) envelope to:
Dear Abby.,Wedding Booklet,P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

* *•

Your Individual Horoscope
ce,
Fra
mas

ke30,
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PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency plans a hearing tonight
on an agreed order in which
Eastern Coal Corp. pledges to
build an above-ground impoundment for slurry from its Pike
County coal-processing • plant
and halt underground -injection
of the material.
The company_4117---d-liartl,by
Jan. 25 it will hall injections into

abandoned mines in the Pond
Creek area that brought complaints from residents concerned about the effects on their
wells.
In the order, the EPA reserved the right to modify the agree-

ment subject to public comFOR
ments and withdraw it if
Eastern Coal is unwilling to ARIES
agree to such modifications.
(Mar. 21 to Apr 10)
Ple
Feelings are disturbingly intense in
"In such an event, EPA
romance. A private chat proves
reserves all rights to take such beneficial.
Be flexible later when
action as it deems necessary," plans may be
changed.
the order said.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
The agency became involved*
You may not See eye to eye with a
after the 300-member Pond
loved one over a domestic concern. A
Creek Concerned Citizens friend
is helpful but somewhat diffiOrganization complained to cult at the
same time.
state and federal environmental GEMINI •
officials that slurry injection in- (May 21 to June 20)
to old coal workings that
You'll profit froth some advice
underlie about 6,000 acres in the about a career matter, though a
area was a threat to their drink- business appointment may be
changed. Romance is problematic.
ing water.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Love and money should be kept
separate. It's not the time to play
save $1 million the first year and games. Investment
s look good, but
more than $2 million in subse- watch evening restlessnes
s
quent years.
LEO
The Senate Energy, Natural (July 23 to Aug.22)
Somebody is manipulative at home
Resources and Environment
base. You need to guard against
committee is considering a bill
extravagance and risks. Consult with
that would start federally manpartners regarding joint assets.
dated emissions testing in Lake, VIRGO
Cuyahoga, Lorain, Butler and (Aug.23 to Sept22)
Hamilton counties by 1987.
A sly innuendo is just that. Pay no
attention.
The unexpected could
The U.S. EPA ordered the program because of 1983 tests that interfere with some plans now.
Accent teamwork.
showed ozone levels in those
LIBRA
areas exceeded federal stan(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
dards. Ozone often forms when
A friend may have ulterior motives.
sunlight reacts with hydrocar- Business mixes
with pleasure, but
bons and,other chemicals pro- progress is intermittent. Accomplish
duced when gasoline is burned.
what you can.

Centrally located testing advocated
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
The only way to save millions of
dollars while making vehicle
emissions testing convenient for
motorists in Cincinnati and
Cleveland is to do it at centrally
located testing stations, a state
environmental official says.
"We believe the centralized
approach consistently offers the
most convenience for the vast
majority of motorists," Virginia
Aveni, deputy director of the
Ohio Environmental Protecton
agency, told a legislative hearing Wednesday.
She said centralizing the
testing, instead of having it done
at service stations, also could
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SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Trying to control others will prove
detrimental, especially if romance is
involved. Take advantage of "a generous offer by a family member.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You'll meet someone whose philosophy of life radically differs from
your own. Idiosyncrasies could
offend now. Toe the line.
CAPRICORN
Wee.22 to Jan. 19)
You may have to choose between
friendship and love today. Try not to
let little things upset peace of mind.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS)
Make a point of saving money and
attending to your bookkeeping. Don't
loan out money to others that you
need for yourself.
PISCES
Mts.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
meet
Pay more attention to the needs of
a close tie. Higher-ups are inconsistent. A flirtation on the job is
questionable.
YOU BORN TODAY are versatile
and charismatic. You should resist a
temptation to get by on your cleverness, but should take the time to
develop your talents. You need an
ideal to motivate you or else you're in
danger of becoming a dilettante.
Gifted at self-expression, you'll have
success in both business and the arts.
Writing, teaching, journalism and
sales are vocations that ideally suit
you, though you're also drawn to
science and public service.

Hog market
Federal State Market `sews Sersice August 28,
1105
henturk Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
eludes 8 Ruling Stations
Receipts Act. 384 Est. 800 Barrows 6 Gilts weak
.25 lower Sows month .50 lower
I 14 1-2 210-240 lb..
940.75-41.25
few 41.541
S 1 200-210 lb..
$39.75-48.75
210-220 lb.,.
140.25-40.75
17I 3-4 UO-270 lb..
- 1039.54-48.25
Sows
S 1-2 270-350 lb..
$90.00-32.00
I
1 3 300-450 Hsi.
231.00-32.50
4 1 3 4544-50)) lb..
$32.0033.50
1 3 Cher 500 lbs.
133.30-37.00
S 2.3 300.500 lb..
$30.00-31.80

***
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is
going to be married for the second
time. We paid for her first wedding.
Her "husband died - five years ago:
Who pays for her second wedding?
MOM AND POP
DEAR MOM AND POP: Your
daughter and her fiance. Parents
are not expected to pay for a
seco'hd wedding. Some don't
even pay for the first.

EPA, Coal Corp. make pact
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Pring les

Shasta
Cola or Diet Cola
2 liter
Bottle
Reg 99c

Potato
Chips

- - Handi Bag

Lander

Trash Bags

8 oz.
Regular flavor
7.5 oz.
Cheez-um flavor
Reg 119

Coffee Filters

Dishwashing
Liquid

Pine Scented
13 Gallon Box of 15
Good n Tuff
26 Gallon Box of 10
Good' n Tuff
33 Gallon Boa of 7
Reg 99c

Bag of 100
HP,' RUC ,1

Calloway Service

22 oz.
yellow
Of pole
Reg 89
,
f

Industrial Rd.

ZENA®
Jeans
Sale

22.99

Rozark

Charcoal
10 lb. bag
Lights quick, burns hot

Reg. 37.00

Reg 799
Solo
Clear Party

Cups
18-16 ix cups
Reg 99c

Mark III
12" Sizzler

Grill

Exciting new
fashion in jeans
from Zene.Jean
shown is -all denim
with a canvas yoke
and waist. Choose
from a large selection in
different styles. Junior
and Misses sizes. 100%
cotton denim.

Perfect tor backyard
bar-b-gues
Reg 339

v out
choice
23 quart

Foam Cooler

Bamboo

Plate
Holders

Lady Dianne

Plastic
Ware

Set of 4
plate holders
Reg 1 39

Box of 24
8 each Knife Fon,
Spoon
Reg 59c each

ONED
5.00 Will
Hold Your
Layaway!

Bausch 11.
Lomb

AtArkl
Stereo

Betadine
Douche
Concentrate

Receiver

POW
vott, headphones
P X -003
Compact pocket size ref:Iwo,
**th light weight stereo

Saline
Cleaning
Solution

'638
AM FM MPX

Radio & Stereo
Cassette

thz
Reg

45

Reg 59 95

2fersifers Special'

good On IN CO/Or pnnt roll orders brought
in befOre Septembef 2 1905 Unless indoceissl.
IA orders ea be completed wen 24ent
Twos Pnrits1
WITH COUPON
EXP 9-2-0

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

-

Begleys The good health people

_ s. ••.2 ...
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MSU Appreciation Da
*

Downtown Stores will have MSU tickets to give away
for
Saturday nights game.

Now Thru Month
of September

Welcome Back MSU Students!
Thank You Calloway Residents!

40
% &
50% Off

25" Diagonal
COLOR
CONSOLE

I

Keepsake

Furches Jewelry
113 S. 4th/Downtown
753-2835

MODEL
' 25PC 5802

25" Diagonal REMOTE
CONTROL CONSOLE
COLOR TV

OUR OIAIII1V PROMISE

1 FREE
Football
Ticket Given
Away Wifh
15 Purchase

•MDO
ireDcEtLch2a5nPnCe518se43
1ection or channel by

BACKS UP EVERY GE VIDEO PRODUCT WE SELL

channel scan remote control
• 112-Channel cable connection ready
electronic tuning
• High Contrast picture tube delivers rich
colors

1. 30-DAY REFUND/
3. CUSTOMER CARE' SERVICE.
EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE.
2. KNOWLEDGEABLE
4. GE CONSUMER INFORMATION
SALES PERSONNEL.
ANSWER CENTER'SERVICE.

'49800

GE. WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE.
-4"

BIG SCREEN
PORTABLE
COLOR TV
on

Keepsake
Engagement
Rings &
Wedding Sets

COLOR
MONITOR
AUTOMATIC
COLOR

• Sharpness control • Custom
• Lae contro. • Set and forget
control • Coa• cable antenna
.,nnector
•
Mecbterranean
cat.net
constructed
of
eoune narcktood sol.ds
wood
for board &
woo.
:ems

• DC restorabon
• 70 pos.t.on
• Walnut brush
Diem r

Fool
194t

VHS VCR

UHF tun.ng
high .mpact

'328°°

MODEL ivCRo002x
• Four Program, 14 Day Timer. Tape
Counter Memory. Program Memory
Backup
• One-Touch Recording — Normal.
Delayed

A Schedule of Activi

"MSU APPRECIATIO

Friday Night, Augusi

5:00 p.m.-Block Party (South side of the
Music, watermelon, popcori
Students will be encouraged
downtown store for a dr,pwi
evening.
6:00 p.m.-Best MSU Fan Costume Conte
6:30 p.m.-Best Tan Contest-$10 cash pri
Egg Dance-$20 cash prize.
7:00 p.m.-Coach Beamer and some MSU
Drawings will be held as neei
the Downtown Merchants.
• 7:30 p.m.-Break Dance Contest-$20 casF
8:00 p.m.-Block Party concludes.

Saturday Afternoon, Aul

.1:00 p.m.-Blrck Party continues with Mu!
popcorn, and free coke.
2:00 p.m.-Best Tan Contest-$10 cash priz
3:00 p.m.-Best MSU Fan Costume contes
3:30 p.m.-Break Dance Contest-$20 cash
4:00 p.m.-Giant Pep Rally
Pep Band
Cheerleaders from MSU, Mu
and Calloway County High S
Snake Dance back to the car
4:30 p.m.-Snake Dance Begins.

LERMANS
Downtown Murray 753-1247

• Special Effects — Slow Motion. Frame
Advance. 2X Speed Play

We At Murray. Appliance & TV Are Very Proud Of
Our Fine Service Dept. We Give 1 Day Service & Carry A Full
Line Of Parts.
We Offer In Store Financing With Up To 24 Mont
hs To Pay.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
212 EAST MAIN STREET
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586

'/`
, Ben AutumnWith Style
Save On Beautiful Fashions

Fall Fashions Are Very Exciting
Take This Opportunity To Save

BLOCK BUSTER SPECIALS
JUNIOR & MISSY

BALI
BRAS

PANTS
SA,E

250o

OFF

SPECIAL GROUP

HANDBAGS
SAVE

JUNIOR & MISSY

250/o

FOCUS®

OFF

asi ,Cnance Savings On
• Siornwea,• Dresses
H- :C,31_/'• • Shoes• Loungewear

JUNIOR & MISSY

ACTIVEWEAR
SiVE 1
4
/

TO

1/3

OFF

PANTYHOSE BY

SWEATERS
SAVE

25%

Ex
Work Cloth
and Rub

SAVE

STAR
SAVE

GENUINE SUEDE

SPECIAL GROUP

VESTS

ALL NEW FALL

COATS

LOUNGEWEAR

1199

40% 60%.„

SUNDAY 160-5:00

OFF

NATUR ALIZER

OFF

To

25%

SAVE

25%

OFF

20%

OFF

DAYWEAR LINGERIE BY

VANITY FAIR®
• SAVE

25%

OFF

SETTLE.
Downto
Across From Bank of Murray Wh
chandise At Reasonable Prices

MONDAY 10:00-400

Sale Fri. and Sat. Onl

.14.v7

• Ap•••*1•4
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• ••••
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•
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Day Fri. and Sat

•

FOOTBALL

ENGLISH SOLE

open 10_5 On The

A Classic Bernardo At $59.00 •
Murray Square

19 85
luie of Activities for

PPRECIATION DAY"
Night, August 30th
rty (South side of the Square) Begins
watermelon, popcorn, coke, All Free!
will be encouraged to register at any
iwn store for a dr,awing later in the
3.
J Fan Costume Contest-$10 cash prize
Contest-$10 cash prize
mce-$20 cash prize.
cirner and some MSU players will speak.
gs will be held as needed for prizes from
wntown Merchants.
nice Contest-$20 cash prize.
rty concludes.
•

( lIc.truit And (A)r..1t)v.in

MSU
Appreciation Day

SPECIALS

.

Fri. Aug. 30, Sat. Aug. 31

Afternoon, August 31st _

rty continues with Music, Watermelon,
n, and free coke.
Contest-$10 cash prize.
J Fan Costume contest-$10 cash prize.
Ince Contest-$20 cash prize.
p Rally
nd
,aders from MSU, Murray High School,
illoway County High School.
Dance back to the campus at 4:30 p.m.
ance Begins.

1
/
3

Off

Our
Complete Stock
of Earrings

Lindsey's Jewelers
Downtown Ct. Square

114) Wiegavberrt

f

OrferUit+ Cja.SSCS

fiovar arrat/Loymt
c. pal Kt! "

areti rc hreay1-0 qr
(caftte avite
-ror ritiere lotfixotaittit_ orz
Max-alio-RS)

kwe

aiSo
Quft E/9ClEoSS 5•11-{64_,
flovrtzS
ktLezi LiworX
bbrie-Like ofGruK ielvssoints
hricKee basKets
ail craft upplAts

4'k

OFF
OREWIDE

•<%

MSU APPRECIATION

Floor Sample Sale

Excluding:
ork Clothes, Work Shoes
and 3ubber Footwear

Every Frigidaire

0/4, OFF

AS IS
SOME
SCRATCHED
OR DENTED

EVORKMAN

Refrigerator
Range
Dishwasher
Washer
Dryer
Room
Air Conditioner
Microwave. Etc.
on our floor

Reduced to. Clear

owntown Murray

of Murray Where You Always Find
Quality Merliable Prices.

Ward & Elkins
On The Square Downto

HURRY
AND
SAVE!

wn

753-1713.

Sat. Only Open Late Fri. Nite

peawm4
•

.-

Irt4111111121111
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Welcome Back
*** * * * * * * * *

5

1 Group Short Sleeve

Shirts

Reg. $21.00

1 295

1 Group

Jordache
M.S.U. APPRECIATION SALE

OFF
Jeans and
Casual Pants

Sport Shirts

Welcome Back
MSU Faculty &
Students

20°/0 Off
95
Shirts
Guess & Ton Sur Ton $26
Heet & Union Bay
20% Off
1 Large Group Casual

The

Pants

Mademoiselle
Shop
Down

•Generra *Union Bay
•Brittania and more.

$21 95

Basic Elements, Union Boy

Reg. 525.00-$28.00 NOW

$1995

CORN-AUSTIN

town Nlurray

M.S.U. Students Can
Register For 3 FREE
Gift Certificates.

Special Discounts
For All
MSt. Students!

. . . 20%

Now.The look
ofpearl. In
an ear-piercing
stud.

Drawing will be
Saturday Afternoon,
You Don't Have To
Be Present To Win.

10
% Off

54R

1%1%\

ia-ag.47Ctb
Downtown Store Only

Off

Some Earrings As
Low As SW Pair

II IV

COUPON

z
///c-i/a/i

Earth Glow Makeup
Brush Included
Fri. & Sat. Only

1

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
"•0°- --4■111k•-_,...-Piiiittak_vradoori&

Poly/rayon tweed 2 button
double breasted blazer
with notched collar,
roll-up sleeves and
big patch pockets.
Grey

CORN-AUSTIN
is
Ready For Homecoming '85
Informal Modeling
Models will be
in store Fri.
night to show
you the best
in fashion for
Fall '85.
Open Fri. & Sat. Night
9-8:00 _

.11
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•
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Calloway County at Murray High
8 p.m., Friday
Ty

Hollanti Stadium

"Good Luck Tigers!"

Date
Aug 24
Aug. 30
Sept 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. IS
Oct. 25
Nov I

Murray High "Tigers"
1985 Football Schedule
Opponent
Russellville
'at Paducah)
Calloway. Co.
Reidland
at Mayfield
Open
at Fulton Co.
Trigg County
at Ballard Memorial
Lone Oak
!Homecoming I
at Caldwell County
Heath

Time
6:00
8:00
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

Meet
Warrent Shropshire
of The Home Team

T WIN
24 HOURS

*22 Years Real Estate Experience.
*Respected For His Expertise In Appraising And Assisting Both Buyers &
Sellers.
*Past member of Board of Directors of Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors-Member of The Kentucky Association Of
Realtors and The National Association of Realtors.

OPF!FER D
See Warren, ropshlfe
For All Your Real Estate Needs
Office 753-1222
Residence 753-8277

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE

Rent.a 7 passenger
Custom Van for The
•Weekend

D wain
Call Gene
Taylor 502-753-2617
Chevrolet, Inc.

YOU SETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
TIM

Accestm lei

(sNaLLt 153-9132
751 :14 ,31 11:

McCLARD S SHELL

Auto•Home
CommercialeFarm
vourai i
Imamtresatigt
iFe

Life.Bonds

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
206 Main St., Murray, Ky.
753-3415

Michael A. Holton
753-8756

Van Haverstock
753-7123

Aolhon:••
Sales
apol

"PDX
10,
31

EiNkb

iflr-

020

C op,e,

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

We're your complete
Back-To-School
and
Sporting Goods Headquarters

mcm rot

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

CABLE
V1SleN
!NT

F As nivocio
Bel Air
Shopping
Center

"Your Volume Ford Dealer"
701 Main
753-5273

'Clint Eastwood
plays a cop
walking a thin line
,n this erotically
charged thriller

753-5005
Sun
Sept 1st
7 p m
Channel 24

Purdom
Motors
INC.
cr7.6̀i

•Auto
_ Bel _Air C_Guttcr
753-4751

ea;•• •

_ •-lionteowners_
•Business
1itSlif01144,

•

4

•

AUTO

any better than we tan!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance coverage. low
rates, attractive discounts, and fast, fair claims service
Call us today

Rep-esenplg

Purdom,
Thurman
& McNutt

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

State Auto
Insurance

753-5321

Dan McNutt

641 N. Murray

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

PARKER FORD

Nobody can protect your

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
&
Buick
"Satisfied Customers
ore our main concern"

1406 W. Main 751-5

Southold*
Court Sq.
753-4451

"All The Way Tigers"

Come See Us For All
Your Insurance Needs!
•Auto
*Home

*Commercial
*Form

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

NA
PA
)
MEI'

753-0489

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

MURRAY AUTO
-PARTS_
605 Maple St.
641 North

753-4424
753-7771

See us for a complete line of new .
and used motorcycles

OVERBY HONDA
Bel-Air Center

753-5005

GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS!

WAI:MART

--JAW -
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0
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Franklin needs fireworks to keep Murray High streak alive

-

If the Murray High Tigers intend to keep their
winning streak alive against crosstown rival
Calloway County, head coach Tony Franklin will
have to perform like a pyromaniac in practice
this week.
That is, lighting fires under each and every one
of his players.. - 4.
After'fit§f- Week's 22-3, season-opening loss tu
Russellville, Franklin was worried all week
about the way his teom would respond to the rest
of the season. Especially how they would respond
Friday night when they host arch-rival Calloway
at Ty .Holland Stadium. beginning at 8 p.m.
"I said at the first of the year I was worried
about our aggressiventss and Saturday we just
weren't aggressive atA.11. Not like the Murray
teams in the past.
"I'm not sure what to do about it. Some kids
you can appeal to their pride, others you have to
handle differently and hope they respond If they

covering
all fields {
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

don't respond for a game like this,
well, they just
won't ever respond,” Franklin
said.
The Tigers, 5-0 in the series *gainst
Calloway,
were unimpressive against a Russell
ville squad
picked by the state coaches as one of
the two best
teams in Class A football this year.
The inability to score a touchdown
coupled
with lackada qi en I ta el(ling techniques
have made

Franklin a tough man to play for the past few
days.
"We didn't play well Saturday," he said.
"It
was a case of us playing some poor football,
as
we found out from watching the films. I don't
know if we've corrected the problem yet, but
I
can tell you this: we're working very hard to correct it.
"I thought we were ready to play last week, but
I was badly mistaken."
Franklin doesn't intend to be mistaken again
Friday night.
But even with the game on his team's home
field, the Murray coach says the advantages will
have to be made in the course of the game.
"We just have to play better this week defensively than we did last week. It's that simple.
As
far as playing at home is concerned. I like playing in Ty Holland Stadium. I feel comfor
table
there. As far as having a home crowd advantage,
there will be as many Calloway people there
as

Murray High people."
Although the series has alternated sites since
its conception in 1979, the field has meant no difference to the Tigers. In 1979 they crushed the
Lakers, 32-6, followed by a 28-8 decision in 1980.
No game was played in 1981, but in 1982 the
Tigers resumed their dominance with a 6-3 victory. In 1983 Murray romped, 28-7, and last year
the Tigers slipped past, 20-19.
Three times during the series the Lakers have
managed to take..a lead, but failed to hold on until
the buzzer. In 1980 they led 8-7 at one point and in
1982 they kicked a field goal to lead 3-0. Last year
the Tigers came from behind once again to win in
the final seconds with an extra-point kick by
freshman James Payne.
Tonight the Murray supporters will be gathering at 8 p.m. for a pre-game bonfire and pep rally
behind the MHS fieldhouse. A booster club
meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in the Murray High
cafeteria, prior to the bonfire.

I.

Legislation would allow drug testing for NCAA championships
HARTFORD, Conn.
(AP) — The NCAA will
begin mandatory drug
testing at all championship events and
postseason football
games in the fall of 1986
under legislation being
prepared by a special
drug policy committee,
John Toner, the committee's chairman,
said.
Toner,formerly president of the National Col-

41,

legiate Athletic Association, said the six member committee met
last week to refine proposals that will be
presented at an NCAA
Council meeting in October. The full NCAA
membership would then
vote on the legislation at
its January convention.
"These recommendations will call for the in- and postseason football
itiation of drug testing games. If adopted,
at all championships they'll be initiated next

fall," Toner, athletic
director at the University of Connecticut, said
We,dnesday in a
telephone interview.
Similar legislation
was considered at the
NCAA's 1985 convention
in January but was sent
back to the committee,
Toner said. At that
point, Toner, the outgoing NCAA president,
was appointed to chair a
special committee

Special: Lg. Bar-B-Q Sandwich
and French Fries

z

. •
•

$ 1 99
Special Good Aug. 30-Sept. 5

Try Patsy's Homemade Pies

- -Place Ain't Fancy.. But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

whose job was to formulate and refine a nationwide drug-testing
policy for the NCAA.
Toner, 61, said the
first attempt to pass
drug-testing "failed
because membership
was not satisfied with
the legislation."
"So we're bringing it
back again. We've
clarified many of the
questions. We're
satisfied that these

MSU pep activities
Numerous activities
have been planned for
Friday and Saturday to
fire up local supporters
of the Murray State football team as a prelude to
Saturday's 7:30 p.m.
contest against visiting
South Carolina State
College at Roy Stewart

PARKER FORD
ANNOUNCES:

recommendations are
legally sound and
justifiable in the moral
sense of the word," he
said.
The other members of
the special drug-policy
committee are George
Raveling, University of
Iowa basketball coach;
Jackie Sherrill, Texas
A&M football coach;
Roy Kramer, Vanderbilt athletic director;
Dr. William Bradford,

pathologist at the Duke
University medical
school; and Dr. Richard
Hanley, who was drugtesting officer for the
United States Olympic
Committee.
"All of our testing
would be urinalysis,"
Toner said. "It would
follow pretty closely
protocol already
established by the
USOC. All champion-

scheduled on square

Stadium.
A block party has
been planned for both
days on the south side of
the Murray court
square.
Among the, activities
planned will be best fan
Contests: best tan con-

tests, egg dance, and a
pep talk by MSU head
coach Frank Beamer.
The activities begin at 5
p.m. Friday and will
conclude after the 7:30
p.m. break dance
contest.
SatUrdaY at 1 p:m. the

block party will resume
and again contests will
be held for various activities and a pep rally is
slated for 4 p.m. Following the pep rally will be
a snake dance auto procession from the court
square to Stewart
Stadium.

ships would be subject
to testing."
Toner said that the
testing would be used in
conjunction with drug
education programs
that are being implemented at colleges
nationwide. He said that
many colleges thought
that drug education programs would be sufficient to combat the problem but, following the
lead of the USOC, they
began to realize that
drug testing also was
necessary.

Randolph leads
Amateur field
WEST ORANGE,N.J.
(AP) — Sam Randolph
shot a 1-under-par 69 to
capture medal honors at
the U.S. Amateur with a
record-Lying 36.hole
total of 134.

D & W Auto Supply Inc.
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THERE'S MORE FIX IN...

GUMOUT
FUEL MIX
Gas Treatment
13 Oz.
Aerosol

'Stops Dieseling
'Disperses
Water In Fuel
System
•Helps Keep
Carb Clean

%
PLUS
SAVE ONE OF THREE WAYS
ON A NEW 1985 FORD!

APPLIES TO ALL FORD CARS,F,
SERIES PICKUPS,
ECONOLINE VANS AND CWB WAGONS
PLUS 1.
7.7 Annual Percentage Rate Financing. 7.7% financing for
up to 48 months for
qualified buyers arranged through Ford Credit You must take delive
ry from stock by
October 2nd. Limit one.
PLUS 2.
Cash Allowance. It's a choice.you can't get anywhere else. If you
choose to arrange
your own financing or pay cash, Ford will write you a check (S100
0 on Club Wagon,
other vehicles lower),if you take delivery of your new vehicle from
stock by October
2nd: Keep your allowante or apply it to your purchase. Limit
one
. .
.
PLUS 3.
.
,
Red Carpet Lease. Still another option. Ford Credit has made availab
le special reduced
lease payments Lf you qualify and take delivery from stock by Octobe
r 2nd Come
Of) in.. we'll give you all the details! Limit one

•

NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 2!

_,1.irA
..

701 MAIN. ST...

ER FORD

RK

.
7515273

1.89
CARBURETOR
CHOKE
CLEANER

80z.
Bottle

Spray
On A
Tuneup!

GAS
AI POI
I11.0,`OW
%I Irht.

Simply add to gas tank-treats your
car as you drive. Works fast in dirty combustion chambers where
dieseling is caused. Smoothes out
engines and saves gas. Helps
lubricate upper cylinder area. For
new and used engines, leaded and
unleaded gasoline. Use regularly.

Instantly cleans the outside of
the carburetor,linkage and the
inside of the carburetor throat
especially the lower throttle
plate area. Spray it on the
choke valve shaft, choke
linkage and the vacuum
cylinder for efficient working
automatic choke. Free stuck
manifold heat controls, too.

Prices Good Thru Sept. 14th
Air Supp y
Tire Sealer
And
Inflator

DeltaD

Trui4xkl

4.99

24 Ox.
The easy, quick
clean, safe way
to fix a flat.
Non-flammable.

',MONROE
GArs4vIATIC®'
Rijulb
Onty
18.95 each 24
'
95

No. 1 Quality
18 gauge steel

99.95
MONROE-MATIC
Buy One at Regular Price,
Gal- 2nd- one-

/
1
2 Pricei
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Judge admonishes prosecutors' tactics
NEW ORLEANS Michael Green of
(AP)- Prosecutors put Chicago, said Wedne
swords in the mouth of day's ruling appare
ntly
one of their key leaves Williams free
to
witnesses, then tried to sign with the NBA's
cover up the fact to win Cleveland Cavaliers.
a conviction against
However, prosecutors
John "Hot Rod" said they would appeal
Williams, said the judge Oser's ruling, and
U.S.
who dismissed sports Attorney John Volz
said
bribery charges against he would invest
igate
the former Tulane star.
whether he needs to brWhen that tactic ing federal charges.
didn't work, prosecutors
In addition, NBA
deliberately forced a lawyer Gary Bettm
an
mistrial, hoping to get said in New York that
off to a better start with
Williams' status will
a new jury, the judge need further study.
said.
Williams said he is
State District Judge
ready to start trying to
Alvin Oser dismissed
win a job with the
conspiracy and bribery Cavaliers.
charges Wednesday
Oser gave two reasons
that could have sent for his dismissal order
Williams to jail for 17 - the state deliberately
years and cost him
concealed evidence that
$35,000 in fines, as well
might have • helped
as a chance at a career
Williams' defense, he
in the National Basketsaid, and prosecutors
ball Association.
concealed the evidence
Williams' lawyer, to provoke a mistrial.

Former Tulane
foward Jon Johnson was
one of three basketball
players testifying
against Williams, the
star of the team.
Johnson and Clyde Eads
testified under grants of
immunity, and littleused point guard Bobby
Thompson made a pleabargain with
prosecutors.
Oser said that
Johnson, of Columbus,
Ga., was so terrified
over the prospect of going to jail that he would
have testified to almost
anything.
Testimony in the
Williams trial ended
Aug. 13, when Johnson
disclosed the existence
of a taped statement he
made in April before
assistant district attorney Eric Dubelier in
April. Two days later.
Green said the prosecution had forced him to

ask for a mistrial, even
though he didn't want
one.
The prosecution case,
based on the testimony
of co-conspirators, was
going badly, Oser said.
"To avoid an uncomfortably possible acquittal, the state needed to
end the first trial in such
a way that a second trial
could be held," he said
in a 24-page report. "Only by goading or provoking defendant into moving for a mistrial could
this be achieved.
"Prevention of second
trials, of second chances
at convictions, at the
state's choosing, is one
major purpose of the
Double Jeopardy
clauses of the Louisiana
Constitution and the
U.S. Constitution."
The state intentionally concealed Johnson's
tape recording, plus pictures of star witness

Winston Million
Elliott racing for $1 million Southern Grand payoff
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Motorsports Writer
DARLINGTON, S.C.
(AP) - Bill Elliott will
get most, although certainly not all, of the attention this weekend in
the Southern 500 Grand
National stock car race.
It is Satural that the
29-year-old Elliott would
be headlined, since he
has a shot at a $1 million
bonus check for winning
the Winston Million - a
promotion paying that
amount to any driver
who can win three of the
"Big Four" NASCAR
events. But.a lot -of attention will be paid to a
50-year-old rookie
driver from Houston,
Texas.

The rookie in question
is A.J. Foyt, who has,
among other accomplishments in a long
and illustrious racing
career, won seven
Grand National races,
Including the Daytona
500;- 67 Indy-car races,
including four Indianapolis 500s, and
each of the three major
sports car endurance
races, the Daytona 24
Hours, the 24 Hours of
LeMans and the Sebring
12 Hours.
Still, Foyt is a roOkie
at Darlington Raceway,
a treacherous 1.366-mile
oval.
"This is a very
prestigious race and
I've always wanted to

run here, but there were
always problems with
the schedule," said
Foyt, who drives only
part-time these days.
"This year things worked out, so I'm taking a
shot at it."
- His rookie status
meant Foyt would be
allowed to practice today, but would not be
eligible to take part in
pole qualifying. Rookies
will qualify Friday in
second-day time trials.
The veteran driver,
known as "Super Tex,"
is coming off his best
Grand National Showing
in six years. He started
fourth and finished fifth
in the Talladega 500 on
July 28.
One concern for Foyt,
considering his age and
shortened schedule, is
stamina. At Talladega
late in the race, Foyt
complained about the
heat to his crew chief
The Associated Press
come away with a 7-6 Dick Hutcherson and
With Joaquin Andujar victory.
was visibly exhausted
working on a shutout
"I was in the driver's
and six runs on the seat when I went 3-1,"
board, the St. Louis Car- said Rose, who
drew his
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Horton
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anything in
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searches also
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player-manager drew a
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bases-loaded walk to

when he stepped from
the car.
"My (cooling) helmet
went out," he said. "It's
the kind with compressed air. Instead of air
conditioning, it turned
to heat. It was about to
cook my head."
As for Darlington, the
confident Foyt said,
"I'll be all right. 'I've
run tracks as rough or
rougher."
Still, most of the
spotlight will be devoted
to Elliott, who already
has won nine of 19 races,
all on Superspeedways
- tratits one Mile' or
more in length - .and
one of them here in the
TransSouth 500 in April.
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3 GREAT BUYS ON ALL SEASON STEEL BELTED RADIALS!
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WhIleN•11
No trade Needed

New Tiempo N Radial

EVEVEILE.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

WHY PAY MORE
1986 Models Arriving Daily

ei55 BOA*
No ita6e ristsoen

Arriva Radial

Otauseiall
Si..

SALE PRICE
Ns USN
welled

Maltese*
Mu

SALE PAICE
N.trails
wetted

P185;130813
P185 751314
P195,75814
P205;75814
P205/75815
P215 75815
P22t.,15815
P235 75815

543.65
$45.45
549.50
553.85
654.75
357.55
$5940
563.15

P165/75813
P165180813
P175.75813
P175,801113
P185/80813
P1854'65814
PI 75, 75814

$54.00
$56.45
$57.10
558.05
S56.95
$64.35
$59.25
$63.95

P18575814

Sete Ends August 31

Vector Radial

SALE PRICE
Ns Hale
wooded

WITZI
"
P

P195/751314
P205/75814
P215/75814
P195/75815
P205/75815
P21575815
P225;751115

8235 75815
S•le Ends August 31

$67.06
570.95
$74.90
$6935
$73.75
$7700
$10.45
$M 15

WINtseall
Ws

SAL I raiCE
Ns lisle
••••••

IIIIIstiEsiall
Sits

SALE PRICE
Ns trail
seeded

1:135 80813
8175,80813
PI85 80613
P175 75814
P185 75814
P195 75814

$60.15
861 95
S63.15
563.45
568.50
$71.80

P205 75814
P195 75815
P205 75815
P215/75815
P225,75815
P235/75615

$76.05
576.90
$78.95
51260
$8615
$119.110

Same Ends August 31

SAVE ON THIS LIGHT
TRUCK TIRE FAVORITE!
.Tracker LT

GOODYEAR BIAS-PLY
Power Streak II

60
VilnitewsH
Str•

E vorytIley
Low Price
60(8 014 lore

878-13
C78-14
078-14
(78.14
F78-14
G78-14

$32.90
$35.20
$36.40
537 20
$39.60
543.05

INtessin••••
Su*

878 13
Mflulteali
With 9140 twe
Bleckwell
Size
V4111% old Om

H79-14
(78-15

$15.80
$38.75

F78-15

$41.10
$44.20
$46.50

G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

$48.51

Laalitt
. QUICK CREDIT FROM CITIBANK
ASK US ABOUT 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

20' Partl-Kraft Ensign Pontoon Boat By Polar'Kraft.
Full Furniture, 35 H.P. Mercury Outboard, 2 Gas
Tanks, 5 Year Battery.
ONLY

You may also.use Mese Other ways to buy American Expiring Cane Blanche
Diners Club MasterCard Visa
14I01 evadable al some locations

G78-15
H78-15
L78-15
800-165
875-165
950-165

JIM MEELS
LAKE-SHORE-BOAT- SHOP5 Miles West of Cadiz On U.S. 68
Phone 924-5527
"The Best Deals Come From Jim
Freels"

''Business is Good

'

• The strength of tempered.
long-wearing nylon cord
• The oependabiiity of rugged
bias-ply constructron
• Use on front or rear wheel
drive vehicles
Side Ends August 31

$7199

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.

*WS

$59.95
$65.00
$67.50
$69.95
$75.00

101e, 15
sacssr
040 Aas49•
Ill li•St see.ISO

PRICES LIMITED WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS SHOWN ARE AVAILABLE Al GOODYEAR AUTO
SERVICE CENTERS SEE ANY OF THE BELOW LISTED
INDEPENDENT DEALERS FOR THEIR COMPETITIVE PRICES, WARRANTIES
AND CREDIT TERMS AUTO SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS

OR, Lube, Filter

Plu

Load
Plops

SALE
PRICE
No trade
needed

GOOD1VEAR

$559500

I OUTBOARDS

cla

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-0595

Wo Have A Winning Team- Quality, Quantity & Pr ice
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• Calloway County at Murray High
A
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8 p.m. Friday, Ty Holland Stadium

1
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Don't Miss The Action!

Good
Luck
Lakers!

Calloway County High
.

.ir.its Football Schr•tittlr.
upproirot
sin
s: on"

it Niurt.iv ftr..:11
trtw„t1

Sept '27
Ott
(41 11
t/rt
Oct
No‘
.s

at (*won ('ounty
,it C.LItiwt.11 County
I liipkoisville
1Vi.bAi•t••('Ounty
.it Paducah Tilphroan
.if

WAI:MART
Meet
Warrent Shropshire
of The Home Team
*22 Years

Real Estate Experience
*Respected For His Expertise In Ap
praising And Assisting Both Buyers &
Sellers
a Pact member of Board of Directors of Murray Calloway Coon
ty Board of Realtors Member of The Kentucky Association Of
Realtors and The Nlat,onal Association of Realtors

see Warren Shropshire
For All Your Real Estate Needs
Office 753 1222
Residence 753-8277

TOWING
24 HOURS
• Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van for The
Weekend

Dwain
Call Gene
502-7
53-2617
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.
GOOD LUCK LAKERS!
•Automotive Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

roduction
/1
%.redit ssociation

YOU BETTER
▪

24
T,
HOUR

WRECKER

SERVICE

McCLARD I- SHELL
401 Olive

The Escort

We're your complete
Back-To-School
and
Sporting Goods Headquarters

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q

TRUCKS TO SERVE

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

753-4563

641 N. Murray

2

PARKER FORD

"Your Volume Ford Dealer"
701 Main'
753-5273

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.

1914 Coldwater Road

Now do we go about

411:

fag compeflna rates
and
most of all witPr serv,ce that s
Prompt goefsonahaecl and coo•
t/HAN
Well welcome your car 010 Ole
0OpOlunay to be of asststanC•
10 you

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

bokti

Ja_
A Ingrid

Don MeNurt
•
Southesdi
*tato Autb
Court So
c
insu'am
ompanie.s 75'3-4451

you

.

Can esosna on

_

ro,„

Southern State

•Bulk Feed & Fertilizer
•Bulk Seed
•Farm and Garden Supplies
'Horse care products and
*Nordic tack line

14 Purdom ,
- Thurman
& Mc Nutt

Wlet

excellent .nsu,roce reoeucts
taiolso to yOu, needs wan

Bel Air
Shopping
Center
753-5005

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER BUY
YOUR INSURANCE FROM A
FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
very ..ato, to veeo a DaS.c
COrrtmtt,
^e-t we Sane
to
a dependable mSwance fnend to ow policy
hoklets

75 00457

• 753-2900

Your authorized Dealer for
Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

funcItOe as

--Chittnii:iffiooir •

Television
Headquarters

Htf De-,NEv
CHANNEL
Wo,,te, Pee.
,

AT OUR AGENCY
work

Phone ahead for Corry out .;
convenient Drive. thrOugh WindoW

753-5321

OVERBY HONDA
.Bel-Air Center

753-5005 •
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(Conf'd from page 71

Friday, Aug.30
Area Chapter of Parents
Without Panthers will
meet at 8 p.m. at Jaycee
Building, Paducah. For
information call
1-674-5886.
————
Saturday, Aug.31
13th Annual "Super
Horse Show" by New
Providence Riding Club
will start at 4 p.m. at
club, located five miles
from Mu'rray off
Highway 121 South on
Highway 893.
————

Saturday, Aug. 31
Descendents of John
and Louisa Paschall
Smotherman will have a
potluck supper at 6 p.m.
at Ellis Community
Center.
————
A gospel singing will
be at 7 p.m. at Palestine
United Methodist
Church. A potluck supper will be served at 6
p.m.
— ———
Coles Camp Ground
United -Methodist
Church will have a chili,

Saturday. Aug. 31
hot dog, dessert and
beverage supper from 6
to 8 p.m.
————
Hooper Cemetery
Cleaning Day will start
at 8 a.m.
—— —
Alpha Mu Chapter of
EpsilohSigma Alpha International will sponsor
a benefit "Run Thru the
Park" with 10K race at
8:30 a.m. and 5K race at
9:30 a.m.
— — -Murray State Univer-

ECHO,thePowerfaPro-thialityA/ternative

MINYA
7/Etio.

TM

First,from the start -

Saturday, Aug.31
sity Racer football team
will open its 1985 season
against South Carolina
State at 7:30 pin. in
Stewart Stadium. For
ticket information call
762-4895.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Smoking Fish at 1
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Jams
and Jellies at 1 p.m. at
Empire'Farm; Skywalk
at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
—— — —
Labor Day Arts and
Crafts Festival will be
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
Fenton Activities Area
in Land' Between the
Lakes near Aurora.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at

Saturday, Aug. 31
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Motorcycle races by
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees will be at 7
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Fairgrounds.
— — ——
Dance featuring
music by Country Feeling Band will be from 8
p.m. to midnight at
Murray Moose Lodge.
————
Calloway County
Public Library will be
closed today for holiday
observance.
Sunday,Sept. 1
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple 'Streets. For
information call

Observations

SPECTACULAR
Chain Saw

By Lochie Hart

Sunday.Sept. 1
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
—— ——
W.H.(Harvey) Brown
reunion will be at Kentucky Dam State Park
A basket lunch will be
served.
— ———
Reunion cif HowardBrown Families will be
at noon at first pavilion
op right in MurrayCalloway County park.
A potluck meal will be
served.
DeeDee the Clown and
Linda Cotton, puppet,
will be at Granny's
PorCh at 12:30 p.m.
————
Events in Land Bet-.
ween the Lakes will include Skywalk at 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; LBL Bowhunter
Shoot at 10 a.m. at Field
Archery Range off U.S.
Highway 68; Broom
Making from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Traditional
Homeplace Wedding at
2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Edible
Wild Foods at 2 p.m. at

Sunday,Sept. 1
Woodlands Nature
Center.
— — ——
Second day of Labor
Day - Arts and Crafts
Festival will be from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton
Activities Area in Land

Sunday,Sept. 1
Between the Lakes near
Aurora
————
Calloway County
Public Library will be
closed today in observance of holiday.
————

Coll of the calf
by 7eek
I sensed the ma/mans -Cear as
he opened -the gate. It was Ike a warm stench in ifie air-- 50 -thick you
could cut t vv:-ih a it'riTe. Suddenly,
I felt nAysell yrowi n3 c zzy- -as 7-F
-the -rear was Scinie pOwerfut drug. -The
entire yard be3on reef, n9. And -then
heard Firs sort, plurrp calves begin
callirxj TO me: " Zeeeeeeeeek...
Zeeeeelc..
Zeeeeeeeek
teuuuS5S•••"

1111•••
V

•

Creative dog writing
MCIH is my subject for centuries, surfaced
today. To find out what in the pewter plate on
that stands for, I'll ex- the table as did a golden
plain that it is original thread around the
and the cooler, rainy glasses.
weather promoted the
The beard of Simon,
project of cleaning out the last Apostle seated
the medicine cabinet — on the right side of the
the -contents were table, was much shorter
pushing on the door to in the original. Carlo
get relief.
Bertelli directed the
Per
Wastebasket handy to work. It is presumed
catch all the useless that the restoration is
things, I positioned complete and open for
myself comfortably and visitors to see the painbegan tja sort put the bot- ting as it was originally.
tom of the five shelves.
When I was there in
The real reason for the 1978, the painting was so
cleaning out was dull it looked its age.
because I have had to
have new medication in
Riders at Vienna's
the past month and Spanish Riding School
there was no room to may spend 15 to 20 years
store it easily.
as apprentices and
The inventory began assistants before
where the taller things becoming fullfledged
Murray, Ky.
were — wig shampoo riders. The school was
502-753-2617
which I never used. It is
*Based on 60 mo. closed end. Plus title license 8 Tax.
founded in the 16th censtill good and I might tury to train horse% for
Subject to credit approval. Offer good to Oct. 2, 1985.
use it sometime when I the imperial family.
wanted, to present
another appearence;
I'VE BEEN THINKIN6
I HOPE THAT RIDING
shoe coloring — kind
I'LL BE SCREAMING
NOT A IT
ON A BUS WITH A LOT
which was bought when ABOUT THIS SCHOOL
THE LOUDEST!
weKlyed canvas shoes-to
BUS THING,
OF SCREAMING KIDS
.§
match an outfit — that
WON'T UPSET YOU..,
Y
we keep — IMCIH (it
might come in handy);
shampoo — I might
-rA
have to-do my own hair
in an emergency;
powder and body lotion
the hospital sent home
with me; Christmas
'
I UKE A GARDENER
candles and snuffer;
WITH A SENSE
14A'
foot soap, seldom used
OF HUMOR!
— if ever; Ajax that I
use to clean my eye
glasses; bottle of
jewelry cleaner; hair
setting lotion; old
prescriptions, some
dated 1967.
On less tall shelves,
VI there were safety
razors, used blade
%
.
SLURP, A5 THE CAPEP AVENGER'S
XI they might come in ha
YOLTVE MI55E17
SIDEKICK,YO0 NEED A COSTUME
THE POINT
tin dy for coin trimming or
ripping out seams;
iodine that was used
years age. but who
knows I might need it.
There were small
tubes of medication,
date and name gone, but
it doesn't take up much
room; Vick's salve,
Milk of Magnesia; soap
'985 ,,,ted Feature S Y1O ale
from hotels, empty perMR. WALKER„ THE
fume bottles — they
MR. WALKER1*., COniE OUT,,
NARC,TNE MAN
%/ITN YOUR HikiN25 IN THE Ai.
make such pretty
WERE LOOKING FOR!
10LIR GAME )5„0vER
holders for flowers; nail
HE 5LUGGEP WEN
GU5„,
ANO
liolish long overdue to
be discarded; rubber
bands, pencils, and I
just couldn't discard a
pen and stock I used to
use in writing. Wonder if
the grandchildren would
know what it is.
These just might
come in handy. They
are still on the shelves
and the wastebasket has mAT'S JINGLE tiogATIO
5umSTEAD...NE RAN A
10 items discarded.
GA.RE.AGE 5COvv
The Last
//
Supper restored
For the first time in
centuries, "The Last
Supper" is near restoration completion, according to news from
Milan, and can be seen
as Leonardo da Vinci
painted it on a. church
wall 489 years ago.
Partial restoration of
the fresco in the refec- SOMEONE
WONDER
I THINK 17.
—4 tory of Milan's Santa LEFT HIS
WHOSE IT IS.
•
SEETLE'S
PADDLE
Maria delle Gprazie
ON
THE
Church was found that
errors were made by FLOOR
previous retouchers.
What looked like dark
windows behind the
figures of Chrit and the
Twelve Apostles, turned
out to be detailed
tiip.estry. Slices of
oranges, unnoticeable

Lease A New 1985 Chevette

Save big on this
powerful, pro-quality
ECHO 18" bar, 44cc
Chain Saw!
CS-440EVL

When you're ready.to
tackle tough jobs the easy way.
• Exclusive Pro -Fire- electronic ignition
for easy starts
• Quiet, yet powerful 2-stroke engine
• Lightweight, well-balanced
• Automatic chain oiling
• Anti-vibration system

SAVE $300°

205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

•
Zei
,,W
-it SHOP US FIRST.R9r,e

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMB4th
ER
COMPANY,INC.
Murray

SOO S.
753-6450
Store Hours:7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8-1 2 Sat.

•

REMODELING
•STARTS WITH A
BEAUTIFUL IDEA.
SI

N
11111 N
III
N
gm
11114111

A.n Andersen bo or boss
window can add to the
charm and value of our
home. If sour wall space is
limited. an Andersen hos
K.* could he ideal-it can
take up as little as 50" of
wall space. Come see our
\ndersen witidoss display.
It could give ou
a beautiful idea. Ander'"
.
Root ,41.%ca
h Antler
L74W 1

250/

Off List

12" Aluminum
Turbines
With Base

Owens Corning
Roofing

$ 1995

$ 1949

Economy
Storm Door

Merrillat
Cabinets

2 and 3

$2095

*20 Year Warranty

60%
Off List

ASH & CARRY
SHOP US

SALE ENDS 9-3-85
FIRST

'
For Only $9306

Month

DWAIN
agaTAYLOR kt'
t e
CHEVROLET, INC

0

".%

•

#

-..4814
22"ai
rWIP*411
110W010101110110111114.
40,
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

1

Legal

NOTICE TO
Dugger, 300 Highland
CREDITORS
Avenue. Earlington.
The
folionwing KY., Executor.
Estate Fiduciary Ap•
pointments have been Edward Miller Skinmade in the Calloway ner, Sr., 403 South 16th
District Court. All St., Murray, • KY.
claims against these Deceased, Ellen Rose
estates should be filed Doyle, 3415 A Prininv
with the Fiduciary Lane, Birmingham,
within six months,of AL35216, Executrix,
date of qualification. Stephen C. Sanders,
Main
&
seventh
Irene Dick, Route 04. Street, Murray, Ky.,.
Murray, Ky. 42071 Attorney.
Deceased, Elvis L.
Ira Higgins, Route 43,
Dick. Route *2, Box
Box 256 Al. Murray.
480. Martin, TN. ExKy. 42071, Deceased.
ecutor, Sid Easley, 204
Jerry Higgins, Route
South Sixth Street.
s3, Box 256 Al, MurMurray. KY Attorney..
ray, Ky 42071, Executor. Robert 0.
Lucy Dogger Cook.
Miller, 201 South 5th
Calloway County, Ky.
Street, Murray, Ky.
Deceased. John R.
42071, Attorney.

SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
If you are a hatd worker with a successful work or self-employment
history in soles/sales management, we
have a career opportunity for you. Be
a part of a successful soles team, if you
have the qualifications.
'Excellent Benefit Program
*Sales and Management Classroom
and OJT
*Promotions and Pay Increases
Based On Merit
*Excellent Earnings Opportunity
*Excellent Advancement
Opportunity
Send resume to Marion Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company, P.O. Box 129, Marion,
IL 62959-Attention: Paris
INITC-ItAENt CEP%

'P

Legal

1

Lonie T. Eldridge,
Route 05. Murray, Ky.
42071.
Deceased.
Charles L. Eldridgti.i.
Route #8. Box 1155i,
Murray, Ky. 4207
Administrator.
"
Mildred Neal, Route
#5. Box 816, Murray.
KY 42071. Deceased.
Patricia
Ann
Jankowsici, 1048 South
Parkside
Drive,
Tempe, AZ 85281 Executrix, Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth Street,
Murray, Ky 42071.
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

egal

I,N FES

West Kentucky banking institution requires
the .-servicos of -an- experienced, series 7
registered representative. Position is
salaried. Prefer a minimum of one year
successful sales experience as a registered
securities account executive.

.

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Myron Glen Culp, Administrator. of the
estate of Jerry Gene

Please submit sour resume in complete
confidence to: co P.O. Box 2400 Paducah,
KY 42001 EOE

HEL
P!
is
Available
The New GI Bill
•
offered by
The Kentucky
National Guard
can pay more than

Bibb, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District'
Court on or before
September 9, 1985, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
'NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by.
Roger D. Baucum,
Executor, of the
estate of Jennie L.
Baucum, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before September 9.
1985. the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

A Christian
Child
Development
Center
Has openings for
ages 2-5 8. 6-10
after school care.
Limited enrollment, Qualified
personnel.
Phone
753-6695

America's
Newest
Party Plan
Christmas around
the world, hiring
home makers to
demonstrate
Christmas decorations. Good pay. Can.
earn at least '8 an
hour, 12 weeks,
part-time. Free '300
Kit. No investment.
No collecting. No
delivery. Call Carlene
Lovell, collect
502-333-6951 or
write At. 1, Sturgis,
Ky. 42459.

NO CREDIT
CHECK!
"LIMITED OFFER

$5000.00

GUARANTEED!
For application call
LHEDIT
1-800-637-6680
ltoll free)

Local (502)753-4042 or Toll Free 1-800-372-7601

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle
A
A

A

A
A

A

A

A,N
I

0

A

A
A

A
A

A
A
A

N
card game
4 Enthusiasm
5 Pierce
6 Part of shoe
7 Bitter vetch

MC.VISA-

Retiess a MasterCard or Visa
credit card regardless of your
past credit history, or present
marital status
(No Sayings
Account Required''l

for Education
For more information
call

A

2. Notice

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Gerald R. Stanley,
Executor, of the
2.Notice
estate of Lesa K
LT Ceramics ChristStanley, deceased.
Exceptions to this set- mas hours starting
Sept. 9, will be open
tlement must be filed Mondy
& Friday
in
the
Calloi:vay lp.m.- 9p.m.. Tues
District Court on or
before September 9.
1985, the date of
hearing.
Ann P.'Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Patricia A. Miller,
Executrix: of the
estate of Dan W.
Miller: deceased: Exceptions,tb this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court. on or before
September 9, 1985, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

AMf P'f

39 Federal agencyabbr.
1 Spanish plural
40 Retreat
article
41 Fish eggs
4 Frolic
43 Initials of 26th
9 Macaw
President
12 Antlered animal 44 Symbol for
13 Gem
nickel
14 Noise
45 Make amends
15 Room in harem
47 Food fish
16 Hostels
50 Bridge term
17 Native Egyptian 51 Greek letter
18 Weary
54 New Deal
20 Negative prefix
agency: abbr
21 Cooled lava
55 Fiber paint
23 Convene
56 Electrified
24 Public
particle
, storehouses
57 Pigpen
28 Rubber tree
58 Repeal
30 Convert
59 Female sheep
32 Tibetan gazelles
DOWN
34 River island
35 Exact
1 Sign of zodiac
36 Became
2 Ancient
disordered
3 Three-handed

.1

SUNSHINE
CENTER

REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVES
WESTERN KENTUCKY
ISFA Corporation is a rapidly growing and
innovative securities broker • dealer providing investment services to the public
through participating banking institutions.

ACROSS

1

Miherray Ledger 8r Times

A
I
P

8 Spanish article
9 bother
10 Tear
11 Emmet
17 Vessel
19 Exists ,
20 Possessive
pronoun
21 Prognosticate
22 By oneself
24 Amuse
25 Tiny opening
26 Burst forth
27 Besmirch
29 Direction
31 Be HI
33 River in France
37 Prefix: three
38 Fated
_
42 Printer's
measure.
45 Egyptian
dancing girl
46 Great Lake
47 Distress signal
48 Choose '
-49 Deposit'
50-Everybody's
uncle
•52 In whet
manner?
53 Single
55 Sun god

CHEROKEE Trading
Post new location 4
miles east of Murray on
Hwy. 94. l.abor Day
weekend special: White
Castle hamburgers .50,
tacos .80, burritos .95.
Visit our unique gift
shop 9a.m.-7p.m., Sun
11a.m.-7p.m.
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25. shampoo/set $5,
manicure $350.
753.0658. Closed Wed.
DO you like country
decorating? Then you'll
love the new Country
Home Collection. Be the
first in your area to
have a home gathering.
437-4711.
JUNE Roach Taylor is
now working at Joyce's
Beauty Salon, Central
Shopping Center, Call
753-2511.

Bob's Comic
Shop
New Location
Southsichs
Shopping Center

Brooks
Bus Line
N6w Location
Southside
Shopping Center

WE TAKE THE CAKE
509 N 7th St
753 9280
ealloon Bouquets
Rent A Clown Goenle Grams
Frost sossini Casio .
Weal Swipes

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.
Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
CMds-Pont Cad 'Buick

ItARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

6

Help Wanted

JANITOR
Good
hours-light
duty -car required.
Must be dependable.
Inquire
Boones
Cleaners, 605 Main.
SALESPERSON. New
vacation resort on Lake
Barkley looking for
several enthusiastic
persons if you are over
19. have a pleasant look
and an outgoing personality. This could be
the opportunity of your
lifetime. Call 502-9245814.

ENGINEERS/
DESIGNERS
Design engineers,
tool .designers, process
engineers
(plastics), machine
designers,
mold
makers. Send resume
and salary history:
Trytemps Inc.
P.O. Box 339
Chandler, Ind.47610
9. Situation

Wanted
WTLL do housecleaning,
experienced, dependaHas Monroe
ble, references. Call
Heavy Duty
753-6043.
WILL do house cleaning
Shocks For
.or sitting with elderly.
Have transportation &
references. Call
436-2920.
200 N. 4th St.
WILL mow yards. Free
Murray, Ky.
estimates. Call 759-9256.
753-6001
WILL sit with elderly at
home or in hospital, at
CT/ARLIE Brown Play night. Good references.
School is open 181/2 Call days 75 3-44
1 0,
hours daily 6a.m. til nights 753-4590.
12:30a.m New borns to WOULD like
to babyslt
6 years' old. Four in my home,
have my
qualified staff mem- own chikdren
. 181
bers, unique fun filled Riviera Courts.
program. For.- more
-WOULD like to give
information call after
in-home care to elderly
11:00a.m. daily 753-7359.
or convalescing individual. Certified
nurse aide, cetified
CPR, nursing home
121 1-1,iniss-753-6771
work experience. Call
901-885-0724 or 762-4338.
.1
general-line
10. Business Opportunity
eountrs
Own Your Own
store
Jean•Sportssvear
HO( RS
LI
Ladies Boutique Or
Children s Store
9-3
Hundreds of Nat I brands Ac
Saturday, 9-1
cessones •handbags belts
linsed
etc.J One time fee of
&
512 900 to S15 900 ,ncludes
110n#11a

$8.88

Country Notions

inventory

store fixtures _in

or fare for boy
trip store supplies grand
opening promotional merchan
disc and much more Have your
store open ithin 15 days Call
Mr Tate 704 274 5965
Store trainin

North 641 Craft
& Flea Market
Now renting spaces.
For information call
753-4566 anytime.

ing

A golden opporlurnfymake money in your
spare time. Join
,5. Lost and Found
FRIENDLY HOME
TOY PARTIES, the
leader for 30 years.
Openings for managers
LOST
and dealers. We have
2 male, fluffy,
the largest and best line
in party plan. Earn big
yellow Cats on S.
money plus bonuses and
10th St. If find
travel incentives. Start
please
call
now and earn money
immediately. Call toll
753-9964 after 10
free 1-800-227-1510.
a.m. Both cats
'SMALL country grochave
been
ery with large inventory, making money. 2
neutered and have
or 3 bedroom house
all their shots.
attached. Bell City
area. 442-7569.

$500
REWARD
For information on
the whereabouts
of a 1949 HarleyDavidson. tnformation confidential, no questions
asked. 436-2623.
LOST Blue Heeler,
female, on 94 east, may
be on north side of town.
Wearing black leather
collar, no name plate.
Reward for information
leading to dog. 753-4755.
6. Help Wanted
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
EXPERIENCED deli
help needed. Apply in
person Owens Food
Mkt. 1407 W. Main,
Murray.
LIVE -In help for recuperating elderly lady.
Light housework and
meals. Salary open.
Call 753-2966.
LOCAL Mayfield Co.
now taking applications
for sales representative
for the Murray area.
Excellent pay structure, no experience
necessary will train.
Call for appointment
247-6577 or 247-6604.
REED Immediately 106
people seriously interested in losing weight.
Call 1-800492-9991.
WE need salespeople.
Musthave car, no
travel'. Prospects furnisKed. •Excellent
working conditions.
high earning potential.
Call Larry Sulter 9-5
daily 502-382-8652.

4

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous
WHIRLPOOL heavy MF-250- new- 41-RP-duty washer with 4 diesel- power steering.
cycles, only $6.00 per power adjust rearsweek. Rudolph auxiliary hydraulics.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
best seat- extra heavy
rear end- bumper- fluid
16. Home Furnishings
in rear tires- stabilizer
RED Early American bars & brackets. 2 year
chairs, excellent condi- warranty- list price
$16239, 2 in stock- sell
tion. Call 753-9393.
DUNCAN Phyffe table, for $9995. See Gene or
6 chairs. hutt.h & buffet. Will Ed at Stokes Trac•
Also, antique white tor 753-1319.
French Provincial twin MINOLTA EP310 copy
headboard, double machine & cabinet,
dresser, chest & night good condition, $600.
Call 753-8918 between
stand. Call 435-4150.
EARLY American 8:30 81 5:30.
couch, small rocker, MISTRAL Naish
good condition. $60. Call sailboard. Also, Ford
Courier short wheel
753-9410.
WHIRLPOOL heavy base camper topper.
duty dryer with 3 temp Call 753-5066.
.
selections, only $4.00 RENCF-1711W-1-71-yper week. Rudolph diesel- 16 HP- with 54"
center mount mowerGoodyear, 753-0595
turf tires- the ultimate
WHIRLPOOL side- bY
lawn mowing machine
side refrig., Whirlpool plus you have 3 point lift
self-cleaning elect. & PTO for other yard &
range, Hotpoint refrig., garden work. List price
Whrilpool elect. range, $7446. 1 in stock to sell
Kenmore washer & for $6495 with 7.9q
dryer, Kenmore upright financing for 60 months.
freezer, 3 pc. Bedroom See Gene or Will Ed at
set, green couch & Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
chair, dinette set, twin OREGON bars for
beds & chest, 2 end Homelite chain saws:
tables & coffee table. 12"- $11.99, 14"- $14.99,
Call before 5:00 at ,16"- $19.99, 20"- $26.99.
753-4078.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
19. Farm Equipment
OREGON saw chains
310 MASSEY Ferguson 3/8' Pitch for 16" bar20"- $8.99. Wallin
diesel combine, 1976,
both headers Call 345- Hardware, Paris, Tn.
2574.
20. Sports Equipment
SWEET 16 Browning
automatic, made in
Belgium. Also. Ruger
357 Magnum, stainless
steel. 6 1/2" barrel.
Call 753-1208.
22. Musical
1870 IMPROVED TriCord piano, carved
burled walnut, reasonable offer. Call
after 5Rin. 703-8623..
2 ITMARS, 1- 6 string,
1- 12 string, with cases,
both in excellent condition. Call 753-0235 after
6.m.
ALTO sax, excellent
condition Must sell.
Make offer. Call 7591243.
ANTIQUE solid cherry
wood piano. excellent
condition. Must sell.
$450. May be seen at 720
Nash after 3:15p.m.;
ROLTON TR-158 trombone, excellent condition, $425. C11 753-6795.
kIMBALL pianos &
organs. Check our
prices before you buy.
Thurman Furniture, 208
Main St. Murray 7534834.
PIANOS Baldwin
organs, player pianos.
New, used pianos.
organs, grand pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co. 204
W. Washington St.,
Paris, Tenn.
guitarist
lead vocalist would like
to join an established
Country band. I have
been playing guitar for
10 years and singing
forever. Audition tape
available. If your're
Interested call Ronnie
at 753-0330. (Nights

WHIRLPOOL
Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

32. Apts for Rent
2 BR upstairs apt.,
private entrance, stove
& refrigerator furnished. $150 per month
plus $100 deposit. Call
753-6294.
FEMALE housemate
wanted. Call 759-1936
after 2p.m.

•
a

For Rent
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3, or
4 students. Call
753-5865
or
753-5108.

is=

33. Rooms for Rent
LARGE upstairs room,
$120. Share kitchen.
bath, washer, dryer.
Mature female student.
Call 527-9567.
ROOMS for girls or
boys near university
Call 753-8146 or 753.9894.
LEEPING room for
rent 1 block from campus. Call 759-9645.
34. Houses for Rent
1 BR unfurnshed house,
1 or 2 adults. $80 a
month plus deposit. No
pets. Water furnished.
489-2267.
2 OR 3 BR home, 1 bath,
heat and air conditioning, 350 month plus
deposit. Call 753-8923.
3 I3DRM, 2 bath, 1704
Farmer. $400 per month
plus deposit. Call 7533006 evenings.
ROUSE for rent in
Taylor Store Community. Call Larry Hurt
753-3361.
LARGE 1 BR house.
single or couple, no
pets. One year lease.
753-3913 before 9p.m.
NOW available, 1 BR on
2nd floor, section 8, low
rent apt. Southside
Manor. 753-8221 from
9-12. Mon-Fri.
36. For Rent or Lease
5x6ó BUILDING 1n
Murray, ideal for service business. Call 4892761 after 6p.m.
37. Livestock -Supplies

BULL
forsale, clean
beef bull. 0121 S. New

Concord. 436-5324.
VOR sale, white Duroc
Boar or trade for a boar
SMITH'Corona 7000. - not - kin' to our sow. Call "
electric type writer, 436-2349.
$100. Call 753-8170.
YOUNG beef bull from
TOWLE sterling flat- 16 yr. clean herd. Call
ware serving for 8 witb 436-5324.
serving pieces and 8
extra teaspoons. Call 38.. Pets-Supplies
1-653-6565.
APRICOT pdodle
TRADE 4WD Inter- puppies. 6 weeks old. No
national Scout, excel- papers. $75. Call 753lent condition, for 3/4 2299.
ton truck of equal value, ALL breed dog groomprefer Ford V8 stan- ing. Now thru Sept. 20.
dard. 436-5806.
Free dip with each
WHIRLPOOL complete grooming.
microave oven with Free pick-up and deliv700 watts cooking ery. Call Sue 436-5835.
power, only $4.50 week. CRUMBLER'S Pet
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- Shop Dixieland Center
11595.
is now open. Call 753WRITE wedding dress, 7601.
Chantilly lace. size 5, FREE 5 year old Tabby
with veil & slip. Never cat, very friendly,
been worn. $300. Call house broken, spayed &
753-2504.
declawed. Call 753-0739.
I-IIDDEN Valley Kennels at Kirksey has
FOR SALE
boarding. Large dogs
New
Ashley
$4, small dogs & cats
$2.50 per night. Also.
Fireplace Insert.
female Pomeranians
Call
753-1794
for sale. Call 489-2377.
after 4:00.
TRI-color Beagle pups,
2 males, 2 females, just
weaned. Call 753-2708
after 4p.m.
27, Mobile Homes for Sale
12x65 2BR, 2 bath, large 41
Public Sales
kitchen, central air,
ref., range, must be
moved. 12x36 screened
AUCTION
porch. utility room, and
200 AMP service pole
Saturday
available. Reasonable.
August
31st
436-5846.
14x70 3BR, central air,
10 A.M. at the
gas furnace, 1 1/2
home of The Late
baths, $6500. Call 474Elsie Parker. 5
8031 after 9p.m.
miles from Dover,
3 BR double wide near
Ky. Lake at Hamlin,
Tn. at Big Rock,
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
Tn.
message anytime.
Collectibles, antiques,
TRAILER for sale.
household items
12x60, see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753-9104.
Bogard Realty

24. Miscellaneous
1 SET of patio sliding
storm doors with
screen, $100. Call 7539479 or 759-1509.
2 ROYAL electric
typewriters, one is a
1 1 . Instruction
portable the other office
DANCE Instruction for type. Call 759-1156.
ages 4-adult. Call Be- ArrIQUES. 50 yr. old
verly Peeler 753-8226 for Navarre Fostoria
information & Crystal. 47 Pc. set. All
registration.
sizes goblets, plates,
LYNDIA Cochran stem sherbert, large
Dance & Gymnastics. serving platter, tall
Register now. 753-4647.
pitcher. cream & sugar,
four sizes of bowls. All
14. Want to Buy
completely etched. Has
DEALER wants to buy to be seen to be apvery old furniture, de- preciated. Also, very
pression glass. fesita old cucumber quilt,
glass, old coke mate- made in the eighteen
rial. Call 753-3842 after 5 hundreds, good condi
tion, unusual pattern.
o'clock call 753-5738.
EXTRA nice hamster Rosewood Seth-Thomas
cage at a reasonable Clock. made in 1865,
price. Call 753-4161 after runs and strikes per- 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
fect. 25 in. tall. 382-2240
Tp.m.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
FARM wagon with gooZ after 5p.m.
running gear. approx. BRAT•TD new, never AC/natural gas. Shady
15x8 feet. Call 753-0640 used, water purifier. Oaks 753-5209.
before 5p.m. ask for Hooks up to kitchen 32. Apts for Rent
faucet. Removes harLaura.
mful chemicals, bacte- 1 & 2 BR apt. near
FORECLOSURE? We ria,
bad taste, ect. $125 downtown Murray.
have an investor that firm!
753-3711.
Adults only. Call 753will make up your back
payments for an tAtt batteries, 66 4109, 762-6650, or 436month,
85
amp,
460 CCA 2844.
ownership interest. You
stay. Dial Mary Jane 05.24C $29.99. Wallin 1 BR furnished apt., air
Hardware,
Paris,
TN.
conditioned. College
753-1492 at Century 21
CEMETERY lots. You boys preferred. No pets.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
choose location. 2 for 121 North. next to fair
$700. Call 753-7217. "
15. Articles for Sale
grounds. 753-3139.
REARS Kenmore dis- GARRETT metal de- 1 BR furnished apt.
hwasher, 2 years old, tector, never used, $225. Couples only. Call 492.
,
$200. Call 753-0080 after Also, 26" girls bicycle, 8662.
excellent condition, $50.
LOWER brick duplex, 2
Call 753-8628.
BR, stove, refrigerator.
WHIrtLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with tex- SANSUI 100 watt stereo Wit), just off campus.
tured steel door, only receiver, arnasette deck, Married couples or
38.00 per week. Rudolph turntable, 2 speakers, responsible adult, $175.
-glass front case, - $500. Call 314-458-2060 after
Goodyear 753-0596.
Less than 1 year old.
Must sell. Call 753-3145.
IC'
rnE small furnIshed
SEARS Kenmore agt. Also, house trailer.
FOR SALE
washer
dryer set. No can 753-6044.
Antique self- place to -put them, must PRIVATE' furnished
$175 or best offer. room for boys, kitchen
player, piano, sell.
435-4414.
facilities, vantrat
&
very good con- SEASONED. firewood-. heat. Rent by the
oak. hickory, mixed semester. 1626 1 / 2
dition, $850. hardwoods $3O/tick Hamilton. Phone 436Floor drill press, delivered. Min. order 2 5479.
rtelts: Call John Boyer TAKING applications
$125. 7'/2' 753-0338. •
for Section 8. Rent
D slabs In Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
table saw, $75. RAM:MOO
bundles delivered.$80 a 'BR. Apply Hilldale
Call 753-4862. load. 901-584-3306 after Apts., Hardin, Ky.
7p.m. Charley Tubbs Equal Housing
Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
Opportunity.

4

•

Auction Co.
Firm Lic. No. 45
Dover,
615-232-5150

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
No. 7
Riviera Trl. Ct.
2 bicycles, lots of
school
clothes
cheap, Avon bottles, blankets, and
misc.

HOUSEHOLD
SALE
Wed. & Thurs,
9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Mayfield & Murray
Hwy. at Coldwates
across the Hwy.
from Hanelinp Store.
Amami Cu.8freezer,
automatic Maytag
washer, bedroom
suit*, much more.
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THE 'MURRAY LEDGER

-TIMES

THURSDAY. ..W(11 ST 29. 19445

CLASSIFIEDS
41. Public Sales

41. Public Sales

4 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

21
/
2 miles on 94E
Friday &
Saturday
8-?

Coach
Estates E-6
Fri. 9-3
Sat. 9-12

Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Miniature
Schnauzer, male. $75.
Call 753-5211.
40

Produce
APPLES, cider for sale.
Call 489-2487 Tucker
Orchard, Landfill Rd.

4 3 . Real Estate
Murray & Fm
• H A. repossessed 'properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
COMMERCIAL office
building for sale, zoned
B2. good location, 1,500
square feet. 5 offices. 1
conference room, and a
small kitchen. Call 7594779-

BANK of

46. Homes for Sale
NEAR Murray, 3 BR,
11/2 bath, brick, 1 car
attached garage, 15x14
swimming pool, central
heat & air on 71/2
acres, S53,500. Also, 43
acres 12 miles N of
Hardin, $11,500. Phone
Gingerwood Realty 502
361.8948.
WHY rent? Only $2060
buys 50% interest in a
three bedroom home! If
ever a home projected
an air of coziness and
good cheer this one
certainly does: Once
inside, the aura of
warmth does not
diminish-- bright spacious kitchen, French
doors from dining room
to screened sun room,
bountiful storage, with
traditional fireplace
serving the living area.
Another chance like this
may not come along.
Call Mary Jane now
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
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49
Used Cars
'77 BUICK Regal 2 dr.
'80 Olds Brougham 4 dr.
Call 753-0422 or 759-4047.
81 BUICK Regal
Limited, loaded with
moon roof, $5,000.
Phone 753-0326 or 7591201.
MAZDA GLC deluxe.
1984, 5 speed, air conditioning. am-fm stereo
cassette. Call 753-9240.

53. Services Offered
A-1515T2iANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
h washers, re
frigerators, etc. Ear:
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
5341.
DENNIS McClure construct ion, roofing,
painting„ plumbing, interior or exterior.
Phone 501-381-1689, Rt.
1, Sedalia.

53. Services Offered
W

ddinq

Photography
753-8298
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN Si.. SUITE B
1 North 3rd Entrance

NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753-0338.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do . it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868.

53. Services Offered
SEWING Machine Rep
air. All makes and
models. Industrial, home
and bag closing machines
40 yrs experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE. Tired of
unsightly stumps and
mowing around them?
We can emove any
stump and leave a fresh
seed bed with no dam
age to surrounding
lawn. Larry Wood 753
0211.

ii

53. Services Offered
TREE work Complete
removal, topping, tri
mming & stumps re
moved. Insured Call
753 0211
ET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 1, Box
4094, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call I 442 7026
WILL do bush hogging
Call 753 8590
WILL haul white rock
sand, lime, rip rap anc
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson
753 4545 or 753 6763

50. Used Trucks
1956 FORD pickup, $350.
Call 753-1820.
1978 CHEVROLET
Tandem with 20 ft.
grain bed, twin hoist,
MURRAY
new engine & new paint.
Rain or Shine
Call 753-7422.
PAVING INC.
Winter's
1978 CHEV. pickup,
Is now sealing
short w/b stepside, V8,
Coming On!!
7-6
blacktop
auto, extras. Call 759Did
Fri , Sat & Mon.
Fri.-Sat.-Mon.
you
know
1849.
Metal Roofing
driveways
and
1409
Sycamore
studies have proNot
a
drive-by.
'-72 CHEVROLET
44. Lots for Sale
& Siding
parking lots.
Crafts /or Christmas
pickup, ps, pb, ac. Good
ven 70% of the
Something
for
Factory direct First quail
GOV'T land $40 an acre.
gifts, baby crib. swing &
Call Ted Hale
condition, $1700. Call
ty painted 543 00 per
energy you use
everyone. Dr. Dou9las
Many lots available.
walker, bicycle, anti
753-9635.
INTERIOR
753-0411
Build a future. Call 1-619square Galvanized $33 00
goes
Rd. (Whiskey Ridit
out
ques, clothes, quilts &
your
win
'81 GMC Step Side, very
EXTERIOR
or after 5 p.m.
565-1657 for info .24 hours
per square Full 36
afghan. crystal glass.
sharp, excellent condidows? I can show
Rd.). Follow tan &
PAINTING
coverage Pay only for
753-525
8.
dishes and vases, look
tion. '84 Silverado,
45. Farms for Sale
you
how
brown signs from 280
to sa•de
47. Motorcycles
what you get 5V metal in
loaded. Call 753-5216.
alike Cabbage Patch
WALLPAPERING
128 ACRES in Calloway 185 3-WH
up to 45% on your
or 121 S.
standard lengths at
EELER & 70 TRADE 4WD Interdolls, lots of cactus &
County. 3 miles from 3-wheeler like
$26 95 per square
monthly utility bill
436-5574
new. national Scout, excel- GUTTERING by Sears
other flowers
Dexter & 8 miles N. of Call after
Wood s Farm Center
5p.m. lent condition, for 3/4 Sears continuous gutwith triple pane
Murray on 2000 ft. of 753-8623.
ton truck of equal value, ters installed for your
502 965 3176 Marion
blacktop road. 32 tillathermal
replace1981 YAMAHA 356 prefer Ford V8 stan- specifications. Call
Kentucky Free Delivery 25
ble acres & 96 acres of
ment windows
street bike, 8.000 miles dard. 436-5806.
Sears 753-1310 for free
squares and up
woods rolling, small
windshield, 2 helmets,
estimate.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Call 753-0330 or P
barn & 2 wells. Make a
rack, excellent condi- 5 1 . Campers
IMPORT Auto Salvage,
reasonable offer. 219& H Home Im- 56 Free Column
tion, $475 or best offer. 1 9 7 2 TROTA00175 new & used parts. Call
926-2798.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
provement
753 5159
in
camper, 21 ft., good 474-2325.
South 11th St.
F.F. three kittrns and
Concrete work, Ad
106 Olive
1983 YAMAHA YZ80. condition, lots of extras
46 Homes for Sale
Mayfield
Behind Jerry's
INSULATION blown in ditions,
at
guinea pigs Call 753
Painting
,
Sat. Only 8-3
excellent
condition, low Call 753-8449
by Sears. TVA ap7:00-4:00
40 7 +, atter 5p ri
247.9453
house, 115---S. 10th. mileage, $450.
Baby clothes & turn..
Call 753- 1982 MINI motor home, proved. Save on those General Carpentry
Summer & fall clothing
753.9237.
Newly renovated, ready 5755.
P .A. Molony Co
24 ft., double air, rear high heating and cooltoys, dishes, roll-away
for all ages. Children
to move in. Open house
753 8628. Free
bed, clocks, antique kit1-5 Saturday anti Sun- 1977 HONDA 550, King bath, Chevy chassy with ing bills. Call Sears Estimates.
shoes & toys. Little girls
& Queen seat, good 350 engine, 21,000 miles. 753 2310 for free
chen cabinet, Effanbee
day 759-1813, 753-6123.
Sunday dresses in ex
GENERAL mainten
shape with Nolan like new. Call 753-0114.
estimate.
Wizard of Oz Collectors
BEDROOM. 2 bath, helmet.
cellent condition. Coffee
ance, roofing, painting
$575
best
or
J.L.
McKnight & Sons etc. 20 yrs. experience
Dolls, many home fursplit-level house. offer. Call 753-5901.
52 Boats -Motors
table, end tables.
.
Sawmill on Poor Farm
nishings, much more.
located at 2216
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
vacuum cleaner, cur
HONDA 3-wheeler 14 FT. John Boat, Rd. Buyer of standing Free estimates. Call
Gatesbor
Everything must go!
ough
Circle,
474-2330
R CUSTOM WOODWORKING
tains, trinkets, & lots
Super 185, like new. Call pedestal seats, carpet, timber. Call 753-7528.
Call 753-0764.
Make us an offer
492-8652.
more_ •
•
12 h.p. motor, trolling
4 1(11 1'
BY contractor, new 3
.'I‘ 51 1511",
Woodworks by
BR, 2 bath brick & RED 1983 Yamaha 500 motor, depth finder.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS E. 0
I X PI RIF
cedar house ready to Virago, ferrin, ad- battery & trailer., Call
Cabin Creek
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
move into. Priced in the justable stpsy bar, 753-9240 or 753-0148.
Birch • Oak • Alaalut • Charry
Haadcrafted Furniture
luggage rack. Excellent 16 PT. century
60's. Call 753-3903.
QUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES *
8. Accessories Repairs
condition, $1400. Call Mahogany inboard
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES •, •
ENJOY country living
Saturday Only
after 5p.m. 759-4146.
& Refinishing. Call
,g1
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFIN.SHING •
runabout,.
needs
„varn• in this 2 BR home on
•
COMPITITIVI PRICES Drop •y /1. Sea Our
8 a.m. to 2 pap..,
YZ60 'motor- ish. Last low low price!
753-0079 or 759-9654.
01•4140•
3/4 acre lot. White
1400 Vine-St.
frame house with cycle & helmet. Call' $450. Call 658-3697 day
Fri. 8.Sat
•
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
1212 Main
after 5:30p.m. 753-8020.
or night.
pickett fence enclosing
WO•
2 cars, girls clothes.
BRING your mowers S.
1 mi. from JC Pen-.
For Soil Testing Ser•
•••it•••••••••••••
1983, 19 FT. Baja. 350
•
front
yard.
New
carpet,
(riding
49.Used Cars
& push), tillers,
boys and girls school
I/O. stainless steel
nys on Ma
vice, Stac Dust,
wood or electric heat.
chain saws, small en
clothes, snare drum,
Sales, Spreading gines and welding
Located 12 miles from 1974 PLy3,1017TH 4 dr, prop. Very low hours.
Hwy.
to
Odyssey video game,
good tires, runs good. Call 436-5356 or 759-9576.
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC
Murray
in
the
Browns
Service,
Lime
Moody's Repair for
Motorcycles, gu
book shelves, water
Grove Community. ps, cruise, pb. $450. 217 1983 CREST III. pontoon
their
tune
Spreadin
up
and
g,
over
Culvert
bed. lrycase of rain will
station wagon, goboat, 24 ft, full furniture,
Only $20,000. Call 435- Irvan.
haul. Cherry Corner
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
Pipe etc.
have Monday. Sept 2.
4359 after 6p.m.
19.76 DATSUN B-216 depth finder, CB. Camper
cart. 100's of other
Road, 753-5668. Pickup
& Circle A Fencing)
kit,
50
Hp
Evenrude
We
want
Hatchback
Labor Day
to
,
do
very
sharp,
LEISURE
lake
living
& delivery. Work
items.
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
m
ot
or
for the hurried. life. $1000. Call 474-2325.
business with you.
Guaranteed.
Aluminumi & Vinyl Siding, Enjoy the crisp fall 1 9"r6- MONZA, good with lift.- Excellent conLocated across THWEATT'S Alterna
Soffit & Trim Work.
weekends in this well condition, motor excel- dition. Call 436-2289.
tor, Generator & Starter
from Farris Grain.
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
maintained 2 BR, 2 bath lent. New tires, battery, THE ideal starter
Service
(rebuilt & re
Coll
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
home. A perfect way to vinyl top, muffler, air, Houseboat. 33 foot Seagopaired). Rt. #1; Almo,
753-4533 Day
enter fall. Call Century AM/FM cassette. Call ing with large front deck,
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Gold
Silver
Ky.
42020, shop (502)753
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air,
21 Loretta Jobs Realty 753-8821.
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
759-4640 Night
Closed
8742.
Closed
shower,
radios,
tape
753-1492 and talk to 1977 HONDA wagon,
FENCING
Yesterday 336.50
TREES trimmed or
Yesterday
6.34
Pam.
automatic, new paint, • player, excellent condiChain-link•Split Rail*Farm- Privacy
removed.
Also,
tion.
yard
Opened
Under
$10,000.
See
at
JOINER'
Opened
S complete
rebuilt engine, $1000.
Financing Available Phone 7538407
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath, brick
Town & Country Marina tree service, 32 yrs. work. Experienced.
Today
Call 474-2325
340.70
Today
6.34
house. Buy now & pick
Free
estimates
618-524-253
.
or
Call
3.
experience. Also,
Up
4.20
No Change
your carpet color. Call 1978 BUICK Regal, v6,
stumps mechanically 436-2690.
auto, air, clean local 53. Services Offered
Compliments of:
753-3903.
removed 10" below
car. Call 759-1849.
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
NEW, 3BR brick, 7
surface. Call 753-0366
Hopkins Insurance Agency
BAILEY'S
baths, central heat & 1978 FORD T-Bird, ps,
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
LEE'S CARPET
pb, air, 8-track stereo,
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
approx.
air,
miles
2
east
CLEANING. For all
753 7113
FARM LUMBER
OHERiNG
Murray. Call 759 9619 good tires, $1950. Call
We buy Gold. Silver EL Diamonds
your carpet & upholst
753-4738.
•Guaran..
A.,ofroolule
after 4p.m.
SUPPLY
Hours: 10-6 Daily, Closed Sunday
ery
cleaning.
For
.om...ownoty.
a free
1979 DATSUN HatNICE 2 BR brick, good
•.
estimate
call
753-5817
chback, good condition.
Aas tobacco
L.I•
location. Call 753-9011.
Satisfied references.
Call 753-1396 between
II.•
Free Estimates
sticks
$18.00
•IJP.••fsel
LICENSED Electrician
9a.m.-5p.m., after 5p.m.
759-1983
for residential and
753-0606.
per hundred.
308 So. 12th
1979 FORD Mustang ALL type masonry commercial. Heating
Industrial Rd.
"Turbo" 2-door. 4 work, block, brick. and air condition, gas
Murray, Ky.
speed, 4 cylinder, radio. concrete, driveways. installation and repair
Sat. August 31st at 10 a.m. at Mrs. Bula Jones home.
Murray, Ky.
4207 1
ac. radial tires, 59,000 sidewalks, patios, house Phone 753-7103.
From Murray take 94 East to Van Cleve Road. Follow
759-1099
miles. Extra sharp, foundations, new
price $1,600. Call 753- chimneys or chimney
Van Cleave Road to Auction. Mrs. Jones has moved
Aluminum
8165.
repair. 25 years- exto Murray and will sell the following items:
1979 SEVILLE, excel- perience. Free esService Co.
lent condition, 0.500. timates. Call Charles
Aluminum and vinyl
Like new couch & chair, coffee & end tables, lamp
tables, table
Call 362-8190 or 898-3449.
Barnett 753-5476.
siding. Custom trim
lamps - old love seat, bookcase, bed, baby bed.
chifferobe, old din1979 Z-28, loaded, needs
work. References.
ing chairs, old love seat, old pie'safe, flower
motor repair. $2500.
SAT. 10 A.M., AUG. 31ST
stand, dinner bell,
Call Will Ed Bailey,
lregation
Residential
fireplace set, bicycle built for two, wash board, milk
Call 759-9960.
cans, dog irons.
753-0689
BLOOD RIVER AREA
CAMPBELL WELL
1980 280Z DATSUN 2
electric heater, bar stools, auto washer & dryer,
stone pieces,
Directions: From Murray take Highway 94 East 2.1 miles to State
DRILLING
L&J
Sanitation
plus
County
2,
loaded.
Call
honest weights, picture frames. tredal sewing
McKenzie. Tr,
machine, iron beds,
Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag
Road 280. Go 7.3 miles to auction. From New Concord take 121
901-232-8221.
deep freeze, Blue Ridge pieces, odd chairs, pony
CeN Collect
limit, $7 per month. Call
saddle, electric
1984 Z28 Camaro, black,
to 280. 5.3 miles to auction.
901
352,31571
or
fencer, fishing equipment, riding lawn mower, old
436-2264
fully loaded, 9,000
tiller, woven
901-352-5704
1 . Story Home: Home
:ned for •or,),.
wire, some hand & garden tools. Many other items
MITCHE
miles, $11,000. Call 753EH* Estimates
LL Paving.
loosi or co,,rs
ur
compactor
not listed. Auc3146 or 492-8987.
Sealing striping, repair
tion held rain or shine. Not responsible for
bedroom 2 car garage completed for
accidents. Lunch
& complete asphalt
1980 OLDS Cutlass APPLIANCE
available. For more information and your auction
automatic door closers E.ce.ier,• tor 10
' • t. • ,
needs. Phone
Supreme, ps, pb, tilt. SERVICE. Kenmore, installation. All jobs,
435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Land: La's Plenty of high,a,, rr
large & small. Call
cruise. 350 V-8, extra Westinghouse
for design flornes Buy these ,ot, to,
, 7531537.
,
clean, extra sharp. Call Whirlpool. 23
years
Rental Cabins: Nov% here A ,/r,r,
•c.
1,* . - • •
436-5462.
MOWING
hauling,
,
experience. Parts and
J.,bedroom kitchenette ono bark.. :
1980 RIVIERA, loaded. service. Bobby Hopper, trees arid bushes pruned
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
fishermen ,,udents or mo/Incexcellent condition, 80, Bob's Appliance Ser- or removed. ReasonaAuctioneers Note: Seldom does a home or investment of this value reach
000 miles, $7500 firm. vice, 101 S. 5th St. ble rates, good re
the open market-walking distance too grocery, walking distance too public
Call 489-2453 after 6p.m.
Business 753-4872, 436- ferences. Call Jerry at
759-9661.
boot dock rental income from your own cabins-school bus stops at front
1981 MERCURY Lynx 5848 (home).
wagon, pb, ps, a/c,
door-absolutely perfect!
MURRAY Paving Inc is
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
am/fm, $2600. Call
now sealing blacktop
Terms: 10 percent down day of sale and balance with closing in 30 days
REPAIRS
after 6p.m. 753-9553.
driveways and Parking
Call for more information or a showing.
CB TV end Stereos
lots. Call Ted Hale 7531981 CLDSMOBILE
MURRAY HOME A AUTO
TRUE V AWE
0411 or after 5 pm
Delta 88, 5.8 liter diesel.
Be There
Northisdr
Shoppoolq
blue on blue, loaded.
753 5258
753,2571
Call after 5p.m.
The
489-2372.
Monday, Sept. 2nd 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
Jerry Stewart
Wayne Wilson, Broker
1982 Z28, black & gold, FENCE sales at Sears
1/2 mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 893.
From Murray,
Industrial Rd.
excellent condition, now. Call Sears 753-2310
502/3
54-8457
for free estimate for
must sell. Call 759-4582.
Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield,'Ky. take 121
Now Offers Lawn
1984 FORD Escort L. your needs.
South to Coldwater. Turn onto 1836 south. Go 3 miles. Watch
Renovation Service.
2-door, hatchback. GENERAL HOME
for auction signs.
We have Stec
automatic with air, PEPAIR. 15 years exDust a Dew Plant
Will sell antiques, collector items, good glass & useable furniture.
am -fm stereo, 6.000 per.z•nce. Carpentry,
actual miles, sharp, concreic plumbing,
Food material that
Maple table & chairs, maple twin bed 8r chest • solid oak pump
$5200. Call 436-2165.
roofing, siding NO JOB
is extremely fast
organ, small spinning wheel, 2 sewing machines. ping pqng table,
Sat. Aug. 31, 10 A.M. Thurman (Red) King Estate
1984 RENAULT Alli- TO SMALL. Free esacting on soil P.H.
bar stools, old chairs, iron beds, kitchen cabinet. old round maple
Located 8 mi. E. Paris, Tenn. off 79 Hwy. on Sulpher Well Rd.
ance, good condition. timates. Days 753-69/:„
To have healthy,
table, apartment size electric stove, refrigerator, automatic
Call anytime 759-4815.
nights 474-2276.
Watch for signs.
durable grass you
washer. hidabed couch, recliner, coffee & end tables, small lamp
John Deere tractor 160 series Two-rou cultivators.
plo‘ss
must have a good
tables, small desk, electric fans, old books, counter tops, showcase.
Chevy ,Pick-up truck, Bush-Hog mower. Grain eleVator. s-Hsp Snapper
P.H. in your soil.
kerosene lamp, Ray() lamps, stone pieces, graniteware, round
flower,,cement mixer, cut off saw. Champion 02 planer. wheel barrov.
We offer comdough tray, brass knob haMes, Blue Aladdin lamp,some good glass
plete service. We
& china, carnival glass, ruby red pitcher 8z glasses, press cut glass.
Wood stove, oak dresser. 19- color TV. oak desk, oak rocker, wash stand,
bedroom suit, wardrobe. 2 iron beds. Frigidaire side by side refrig . Round
will aroat•, frar•
blue & red kerosene lamps, bridal baskets, wood cook stove, broad
table and 4 chairs, pie safe, kitchen cabinet, wood cook stove. l'hilco radio.
Mize, lime, spray
axe, wood breakfast set, old picture frames, nice couch 8z chair,
oil lamps. churn, trunk, old banjo. 4-20 gal crock pots, wash.kettle. wash
for
unwanted
recliner. odd chairs, old quilts, deepfreeze, Snapper Comet riding
board, gas cans, pots and pans, glassware
vegetation,
mower, push mower, garden tiller, wash kettles, set of Fair Banks
prepare seed bed &
& Morris platform scales, corn sheller, 3 wheel bicycle, 1912 5 dollar
Cross cut saws. hand saws, sledge hammers, pipe wrenches. shovels. 12
seeding.
Indian Head Gold Piece, 1925 two dollar & XI cents Gold Piece, 1881
ga. shotgun. 22 rifle.
Call 753-4533 Day
5 dollar Liberty Gold Piece, Old silver dollars, 1976 Proof set. 1971
Plus many more items.
759-4640 Night
& 1972 Proof Set. 1977 & 1975 mint set mercury dimes. yard fur•Announcements day of sale take precedence over previously advert's.
Tapes,
LP's
and
Accesso
ries.
For free estimate
niture. Many _other items not listed. Sale _held rain or shine. Not
material,
We Service What We Sell
and referrals.
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information
Sale Conductleg
We want you to
call 435-4144 Lynn Grove. Ky.
hove a • hitortlful
_
Dan Miller-Auctioneer
hewn.
Joe Pit Lamb. Maier -kV:
Doug Taylor, Puryear Tenn
Licensed & Bonded in K. & Tenn No. 1281
492-8527 Lic No. 1143
247 3784 Dc No 855A
PAINTING= Paper
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
hanging, commerical or
Firm No 1445
residentiaj. Free es
Mrs Carl Chandler Ailm
Darrell Beane -App. Auoioneer
Mastdrcard, Visa and Layaways
timers. References. 25
Terms: Cash or Check Proper I D
- V.I. Service Doesn't Cost. It Pa,vs"
years experience.
Not Responsible For Accidents
Tremon Farris 751-1987

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Ornity's

BIG 3
PARTY
YARD SALE

FarmersLand Owners
Call
AG BROKERS

YARD SALE

*Jrz-

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Cali
Dr. TOM Diopkint
(502)753.6202

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION

Dan Miller -Auctioneer

Terry Paschall -Auctioneer
Darrell Beane -App. Auctioneer

Labor Day Auction

"AUCTIONEER"

AG BROKERS

AUCTION SALE

SPECIAL
On Car & Home
Stereo

Expert Installation Available
Boom Boxes-3g Models
To Choose From

World of Soond
222 S. 12th
753-5865

,
P

Lamb .lit Taylor Auction Service

_

•
.

`k_
-nor

—

-Z.
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COW.10
3E-Ncococll.

-

Open
Labor
Day

43

'Millail7
—
x*1
9TM-tell!:4-1

c5921)

SUGAR

.1
\\\\
Hyde Park
I:
Grade ''A" Large

-Aloe

l

PEPSI
COLA

,.

EGGS

.•

•

--.010111°.

,99°

.mm-• 0411.0:

--.10.1111111111.

jrnirit

Doz, Limit 2

5 Lb I imit
orior'3
•

.We Accept
Food Stamps

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

•

//

Domino

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

1407 West Main
753-4682

'""Nihkemiali

With $15.00 Or Moto
Additional Purchase.
Excluding Dairy & Tobai,
•
Products & Drinks
On Special

"
. 1".1PiOZ

Limit 2
All Three Wall
00
Or More Addirinn a
l
410.0.
Purchase Excluding 11,,,, y

Both With $30.00 Or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco
Products & Drinks
On Special

,
4411i;14
•
010

&

rObaCea P111
.1111

'r ‘
S.
.

Drinks ()u'i
f

1
4\1
0

8 PK. 16 OZ. PEPSI COLA, DIET PEPSI,
7 UP, DIET 7 UP,
MT. DEW
Plus Deposit
8 PK._16 OZ. COCA COLA,
DIET COKE, SPRITE, TAB.Plus

Field's Super Sale
Days

79°
Deposit79'

Breyers /
1
2 Gal.

ICE CREAM

Field s1Lb

89

CHIPS

80z.

Wesson

OIL

$2
69
48 Oz

Senecca

•

$259 APPLE JUICE,

Oz. s7

Nabisco

ORIGINALS

Lay's Potato

Flav-O-Rich Whole Milk

OREO COOKIES

20 Oz $

99

Nabisco Nilla
Field slLb

139

WAFERS

120z

$ 1 39

Welch Grape

32 Oz. $ 1 29

$ 1 99

2% MILK

Gal

Oz. $

169

Ocean Spray

LITTER.y

1 Get 1

FREE

BEEF DINNER

10 Lb

CRANBERRY JUICE.

TOILET TISUEHickory
99°
CRANAPPLE JUICE.. $249 CHARCOAL
GRAPE JUICE.$249 TRASH BAGS...99°
Oz. $
2
49

Ocean Spray

tr

Field's
Finest Boneless

Lb

Welch

BAKED HAM Lb

I Citrus

COFFEE

Field's 1, Lb

Lb. Can

$229

Hill Frozen

ORANGE JUICE

139
$199
$219

I

Owens Best Deli Baked

329

12 Oz $ 13
9

Enloe Drl, cured
U S Choice

Field Kentuckian
Boneless

$ 1 59

Yellolite

Folgers

/
1
2 Lb

$399

Cottonelle 4 Roll Pkg,

Field slLb

Whole Lb

990

Alpo

SALAD DRESSING32

(0

Gal

Sani-Cat Plus Save $1.25

Miracle Whip

HAM SAUSAGE
i;,
BACON

MILK
Prairie Farm /
1
2 Gal.

JELLY

Field's Lb. Fresh

HAM

129

T BONE
STEAK
$259

Family Pack

He.tOn Butt

GROUND
BEEF

79L

SMOKED
PICNIC

PORK
ROAST

69°
79°

99°

34Lb Pkg.

r rdlodr)

ri,sh (irr

,r

15°
89°
BAKED HAM $329 PORK CUTLETS $ 1 89 MUSHROOMS
BANANAS
29°
TURKEY BREAST $429
GROUND CHUCK $ 69
$329
BEEF
CARROTS 4/$1"
$219 SIRLOIIV STEAK
219
CHEESE
59e
GRAPES
991CHICKEN
BBQ BEANS
69e Potatoes
59°
HAM

Owen s Famoos Boneless Pit

PORK STEAK

19

CABBAGE

Extra Lean

(iilderi Ripe

Rest Oveo Raked

Extra I e.in

Owens Best 880

t astern 1 Lb Big!'

Ernqe AMP,ft .111

Owen's

Deli Baked er

' S
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